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rOREllORD 
This report containa the results of the analysis of the additional iasues 
identified in the SOC/Shuttle Interaction Study extension. Thia data 
suppleeents the SOC/Shuttle Interactions identiCie~ in the or1gi~l contract.u 
.CCort. 
This effort .asperformed under Contract Millibar 3AS9-lb15}, by the Space 
Operations and Satellite Syatems Division of Rockwell International for the 
Rational Aeronautics and Space Administration, Johns~n Space Cp~ter. The 
study va. administered under the technical direction of the Contracting 
Officers Representative (COR), Mr. S. H. Nassiff, Program Development Office, 
Engineering and Development Directorate, Johnson Space Center. 
The atudy vae perforfted under the direction or A. J. Stef~n, Study 
Kanager. The folloving pereons made significant contributions to the 
coapletion of the analysis. 
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III'rRODUCTIOIi 
·.!he Space Operations Center (SOC) ia conceived .. a peraanent facility in 
lov earth orbit incorporating capabilities for space a,ste .. construction; 
apace vehicle asaembl" launching, recovery and .ervicing; and the .ervicing 
of co-orbiting satellites. ' 
The Shuttle Transportation Syatam (STS) is an intearal ele.ent of the SOC 
concept. It vill transport the various elements of the SOC into apace and 
support the a.aembly operation. Subsequently. it vill reaularly· eervice the 
SOC vith crev rotationa, crew supplies, construction materiala, construction 
equipment and components, apace vehicle elementa, and propellants and .pare 
parts. 
This report contsins the results of the study that analyzed ic areater 
detail the iaplications to the SOC 8S a consequence of the Shuttle supporting 
ope=ations. The study also addressed proaramcatic in!luences associated vith 
propellant deliveries, sp6cecraft aervicing, and total shuttle flieht 
operations. 
S'l'UDY TASY.S 
Fo~~ taaka ve~ ide~tiried for this contra:! eztensior. etro~t. ~he four 
tasks a.~d the study objective of each tesk ia listed in Table 1-1. 
S?A:E O?E:iATIORS CElI:'EP. CCI;?IGURA':'ION 
~e configuration of the apace operations center that vas utilized for 
reference during the study is illustrated in Fieure 1-1. This confiauration 
is a modification of the configuration supplied b, IIASA/ JSC at the start of 
this stud,. The modification is principall, concerned viththe facilit, 
confiBura~ion for epacecraft ser\·icins operatione. 
REPORT ORGAIlIZA':'IOIi 
This report is organized into four basic sectiona that correspond to the 
four tasks previousl, described. Support ina reference data is contained in 
the appendix which constitutes the second volume of this report. 
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'fABLB 1-1 STUM EXTENSION TASKS 
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NOGUMIII1.ncs DAT'" fOl 50C/SK1ttU OftIATlONS IN UO 
'''SK 2.0 SOC ASs[MBlY OPERATIONS 
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.. 
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FIGURE 1-1 SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER RElERENCE COHFIGURATIOI 
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1.0 SKUTTLB ,LEEr UTILlZATIOI I PROCRAIMATICS 
Tbis tast det.ra1D1S the te, interrelationahips "ons the aain STS 
u.ilioation variabl.e, with particular emphasis on the ditference. between SOC 
and "non-SOC" scenarios. The analyei. invsstigatedthe interactins effect. of 
cargo denaity, OTV performance modela, and Shuttle logistics pertormance for 
their eftects on fleet utili.ation end fleet si.. requiraments. In 
particular, the analJsi8 eZ8lllined the potential benefi ta wi thin the Sole 
acenario of increaeins Shuttle load factors bJ addins high-deneity pr~pellants 
to lov-denalty cargo manifeetr to alwaYB fly tneorbiter near its 65K Ib 
payload capacity. 
The further fleet utili.ation banefita of sCKvensins ET reSidual 
propellants have also been investigated. This technique is particularly 
Butted to the SOC acen5rio where propellant storage capability in space would 
be provided e. part of the SOC flight support activity. 
The potential ground turnaround banefita which can ba attained with an 
orbiter dedicated to SOC reaupply miasiona was also investigated. Tbe task 
tocus is on traffic anelyses based on a .isaion model derived with hockvell 
d18cretlonar,y resources. Each major sector of the mis8ion aodel {commercial 
coamunications, NASA RlD, DOD, etc.) baa baen analy.ed to synthesize 
repreaentative apacecraft and/or STS manitest elements for later conversion 
into STS flight rates. The total mission aodel haa been Bcreer-ed to catalug 
missions into candidate SOC related and non-SOC missions. 
The representative manifest data is utilized to determine the amount of 
unused cargo bay space and payload weight capability that could exist on each 
SOC delivery flight. Further analyses determined hov much propell.~nt coulJ be 
delivered to tho SOC on these missions using payload top-off and propellant 
ecavenging techniques. Payloa~ top-ofr involves bringing the orbiter up to 
ita maximum payload capability by adding propellants in the unused space of 
the various tlight manifests. Propellant scavenging refers to the concept of 
recovering unused propellants froll the ET and the main propulsion aystem 
before ET jettison. This includes propellant amounts rallBing from tile 9500 
Ibs associated with .aximum payload launches to the 70,000 lb plus value 
associated with the "dry launch" concept for a tsnker :light (orbiter is 
launched with an empty tant as its only payload which results in approximately 
70,000 lbs of unused propellants). 
The totel propellants per year uelivered to the SOC in thie way are 
compared to the OTV propellant requirements to determine how many tanker 
flights are required to support the mission model previously define •• 
The representative manifest data is further u.ed to derive standard 
equipment sets suitable for use with an orbiter dedicat,d to SOC resupply 
.teaion. 
The miasion needs, when analyzed in conjunction with miesion satellite. 
detined, generstes the payload and orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) requirements 
defining tne .. islion model. The STS traffic models are developed for three 
acco .. odatton .odee, one which utilizes the SOC with a epace baaed 
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reusable orv and two options vithout a SOC utilizing a ground based reu~able 
orv or a ground design upendable OTV. Theae accolRodation modes together vith 
the constraints of shuttle crev task and hours requirements, shuttle cargo 
manifesting limitations, snd logistic support requirements Astsblished the 
shuttle and OTV traffic models. One model was define~ for each of the three 
accommodation modeb. These three traffic models vere then evaluated to 
determine the required amounts of support system hardware ~Shuttles, OTV's, 
Logistic Modules, etc.) to complete the Shuttle ~leet Utilization Studies and 
provide the basis to ~omplete the basic tr~de analysie of execution oi tba 
.isslon .odal either with or without incorporation of a SOC. 
1.1 MISSIO~ MODE~ DESCR1PTIOU 
The establishment of the traffic models begins witb an analysiS of user 
needs to determine their demands and launch frequency requirements reflecting 
.iaaion models. Each mission area vas reviewed individually to establisb the 
most reasonable grouping of mission needs into lov, medium, and higb mission 
area requirements from vhicb a solid medium miasion model vas projected. 
Tbe mission model assembled defines all STS spacecraft launches for KSC 
al~ VAFB thru tbe year 2000, those miSSions which go to GEO or to ~EO at 
26.5 inclination (to the GEO Node) and are; therefore, candidates for 
interfacing with the initial SOC; were defined in more detail. 
The .1asion model schedule for various mission areas 1s shown in 
1igure 1-1. With the SOC IOC of 1990, all affected mission areas are shown to 
be fully on line with the exceptions of space processing and space 
construction. Space processing is still in the pr~cess development phase and 
operational space construction missions are not shown to begin until 1995. 
I YEAIS I SIIUI1U fllGIIIS 
n9l2la I4IUI86II7I" 1f1901" 1921" 1"1" 1"1 "1"1"_ 
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!he resulting CEO Rod~ Ki8sion Model i8 summarised in Table 1-1 tor the 
SOC operational era under analysis (199()"2000). These data are 8hown tor the 
SOC and Ho SOC Accommodation Options. Included are the total number of 
.ts8ion payloads for each mis8ion srea as veIl a8 the total num~er ot STS 
tl1shts and extended .t8sion flights required in these years in order to 
accoaplish the mis8ion defined. As can be seen, the SOC otfers a considerable 
reduction in the number ot STS flights req.tired as vell as the added advantage 
ot none ot these flight8 being required to be extended mis8ion tlights. The 
adYantase of reduced STS tlights shown tor the SOC accommodation option ie 
considerable despite the tact that SOC element delivery and logistics mis8ions 
are included in these requirements. The increased number ot U.S. and toreign 
commercial coaaunication peyloads shown for no SOC accommodation option C-2 is 
because ot the reduced payload capability ~f the ground design reusable OTV 
which leads to aore (smaller) communication spacecraft being required in order 
to .eet the transponder demand identified. 
TABLE 1.1 MEDIUM KISSION MODEL SUMMARY 
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The objective of the GEO node .issions is to deliver selected apacacraCt 
to specitic locationa in • geoaynchronou8 equatorial orbit.This delivery task 
reqair.s the interaction oC several apsce ele .. ents, e.g., Shuttle an:! on. 
Two delivery aodes have been conSidered, (I) the USe oC Shuttle Cor LEO 
delivery with soae Cora of second stage for delivery to GEO, and (2) tbe USe 
ot a apace operations cftnter. Utilizing the apace operations center provides 
the capability to decouple various .. ission elellents of a GEO node .ission. 
Thus, spacecraft of differing .. issione can be delivered to the SOC on a 
single, high-denoity, STS mission, lIated with an OTi that vas delivered by a 
separate Shuttle missioD, or reused after refurbishment. and transferred to 
GEO orbit at a ti .. e co .. patible with the specific mission(s). The net effect 
is that, with careful attention, it is possible to obtain Shuttle launcbes 
with .. ass denSity factors (actual delivered mass divided by theoretical loads) 
approaching 95 percent. 
GEO goda Payloads Kiaaioo Models Description 
The rationele associated with the development of the number of payloads 
for each category aa listed in T~ble 1-1 is described in the following section. 
Coaaunications Mission Model 
Coaaunication satellites sre a profitable reality today and as such can 
provide a known data point of departure for projections into the future. 
Therefore, it vas On17 natural that coaaunication aission scenerios be 
developed Bod used to sbow programmatics comparisons and potential benefits of 
Space Base operations. Table 1-2 provides a comparison of present snd future 
87stem characteristics for space communi-ation satellites. 
OllJR 
TABLE 1-2. U.S. SPACE COIOO1NICATIO;IS 
PRESEliT AND FUTURE SISTEK CHARACTERISTICS 
U.S. SPACE COMIUIICATIOId ,~, fU'TVlE 00)0 A.D.) 
I • ""Ul'C s.."lLLlTlS ,. 0ItI1T ""110 
2:4 TIMSPOIDUS/SATUUTt ISO-Z'" 
.,, 'W5POQEIS II "0. )0 TO 151: '.':~ CMIIht UTt '(1 "EM ,",-
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.... m 
c· ...... Itu-u.. 2-" IlJI.TI-KNIS '(1 '--IMO. 2S TO 100 IilULTI-HMS PO MT._ __ 
ISO UnaMSPOlfOU (TOTAl s.c.) 50 
1200 TO '<lOG LI SPACO:Cun . 1000 TO 12,000 U 
-. 
1 III T, 2:. S xv COIfT. PCMR 7 IQI TO •• IQI 
S to 7.S ,fAA "Inflle 7.5 TO 20 YEMS 
2: T. J M1'lI llNellll MTEIIItAS '" T. )O.fETEI elMOU 
USIISI (OMSAf/."',," J SATlLLtrU 
ws" .. WI". ) SATtUITES 
ICA 2 SATlLLITU 
SI' I SATiLLIT[ 
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10 .inale cOllllUnicationa demand aod.l i8 availabl.. Projection. of 
fllture d.mand Ya'r1 with indiVidual.. A .. d11111 aiaaion aod.l was defin.d tor 
tbe p.riod troa 1980 throll&h tb. ;year 2000 to show anticipated demaod in 
eqllivalent tranapood.ra requir.d to provide voic., data, video di.tribution, 
and video tel.conrerencina s.rvice. (figure 1-2). Tbi. aodal va ••• l.cted as 
tb. ba.i. tor detera1nina the ann.al buildup rat., the replacem.nt 
reqlli ..... nt., .nd the n\lllber and t;ype ot eatellites required. Baa.d or. this 
deaand, comaunicatlon .iasiona scenarios vere developed tor the three apace 
.upport e;yatem optional 
The traditional runctions which the acenario addre.ees are aatellite 
l.unchina, LEO ch.ckout and deplo;ym.nt, and satellite tranaf.r to 
g.oatationa'r1 orbit. In thia .cenario, a cOBMunication .atellite aud/or OTV 
i. launch.d trom KSC aboard the Shuttle apace v.hicle into a low earth orbit 
inclined at 280 and at an altitude of 200 nai. After ch.ckout, OTt aating, 
and deplo;yaent (rrom the orbiter or Space Base), the aatallite i. tr.n.:erred 
bf the OTV to a g.oatation&'r1 .quatorial orbit located at 1100 vast 
longitud •• 
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The communication requirements vere establish.d bl comh1aina the U.S. 
co ... rclal requirements with the foreign communication requir ... nta (assumed 
to be 5~ of U.S. requiremeats). A total of 142 •• tellite. were iacluded t~ 
meat the aediua demand over the 1982-2000 time Cr.... This total .. s 
determined by utili8ing the available satellite options/capability in 
Table 1-' to provide yearly ouildup rate of traasponders coasistent with _ 
8i.eion requiremente, including raplscements due to lifeti~s expiration. 'A 
.uamarr ot these 142 satellites is provided in Table 1-4. 
Increasing service lite of • communication ~atellite can have verr large 
economical benefits. Initial anslysi. has defined poten·ial satellite 
servicing concepts. 
Satellite design phllosopilj for incorporating servic1na capability includes 
the replacement of "life-limiting" components on a sehedul~d baata or 
accommodating tailure b1 raplacement of failed subsystems a8 required. 
TABLE 1-,. CAUDIDATE SPACECRAfT OPTIOKS 
TIANSIONOEIS _NO. _NO. 
LIff MASS SATUUftS IIANSIONDlIIV 
tvI'E IOC c,.t ~~ 10. UNO lI'ACINO ... 0I1fT SAnumrm 
• 'I, • ' .... Il 11C-12"- .. .. ... 
, 
'IS 5 •• 200 2 • :l4C-.U. P :14 SII 
""10 . ...,.,. ~ 5 .... .. "CUlL! P :14 .'-
,. 'to • 12,oaa •• 211 C •• K .. " 120 JCe P :14 5,7M 
IV ... • 12._ •• 12 C" D2 KVI » .c. 
p ,. 5,7. 
Y ... • ",_ ... bO .... y .. 721'11 17._111_ 
YV\!Io '11/'90 ~ '.- 10 "(1101"(-) .. '" 
1I.sa 
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fULl 1-4. SIIJIlURY or SATELLITE REQUlllEIIBlITS 
SATELLITE YEARS • NO. SIC 
TYPE 82 81 8~ 95 86 87 58 eg 1 q( 91 92 Iq) 9~ 95 96 197 98 !9'l 00 BY TYPE 
TYPE· ~ 5 It 13 
TYPE II 8 8 9 7 5 37 
TYPE IV 7 8 6 6 6 3 0 0 8 7 6 57 
TYPE V 2 2 I 2 I 5 3 
" 
6 8 I 35 
TOTAL Ilt2 
D.O.D. ~i.aion Model 
'fhe DOD Miosion llodel had to be handled in a more general vay, since the 
p8710ad information is secret. The Air Porce provided the source materials 
and Rockwell reasoned adaptations to eliminate obvious duplications. 
Adjustments vere also incorporated to make the traffic model consistent vith 
the ezistence of a space base. The number of Shuttle flights vas derived from 
payload manifest lengths as given in Air Force sources. 
The Rockwell derived mission model io intended to be representative and 
not official. In aggregate, it reflects masses and rates sufficient for the 
transportation requirements analysis. Rockv~ll Mgrowth- vP-rsions were 
inc~rporated into the model to ezplore the effects growth vould heve on apace 
transporation requirements. 
'fable 1-5 illustrates the grovth of DOD traffic va. transportation 
ayatem improvementR. The deltas vhich characterize each level of grovth are 
identified. 
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'l'ABLK 1.5. PAYLOAD MODEL GROWTiI SUKIWIY 
TRANSPORTAl I tJN SYSTE" I HFftDVEftEHTS 
lAS I C S"UTTLe A!)O GROUNO- _ SOC 
AIIO IUS lASED on SPACE-IA5[O on 
• CUlREIi C[N[RIC 
MISSION SET WITH 
SOME BLOCK 
tHMGES 
• INCLUDES "I LSTAIt 
• NEW SUltY£ILLMCE' • ADD SERVICIN' MD 
COMM APPLICATIONS REPAIR 
• SATELLITES EXPLOIT • SPACE-lASED on 
~o M.lSS-To- AllOWS MOft( tIIL-
0ItI1T WAIf LlTY TIPL£ PAYLOAa 
DUlY. IY OQlnR 
• ADO NEW SPACE • ADD SEItVICING AltD 
DEfENSE MISSIONS REPAIR CAPABILITY 
• •• CREASE SURVEil. • ."CMASED sn ( .. MllITY fFFICIEIIICY 
• ADD NfV SPACE 
• SME AS ABOVE Df:FEHS£ MISSIOII 
More specifically, military missions and cost effectiveness can be 
exp&cted to benefit from i~creRses in spacecraft mass and volume. It is 
interesting that many of today's spacecraft have already grown to the limits 
of the transportation capacity aVHilable. Consider the options that would 
become available to the satellite designer if mass and volume constraints vere 
relaxed: for existins: miSSiOns, most are lov technology, liI~e-extending, and 
cost-avoidance in nature. Our projection to the mid-1990's shows where we 
believe ~urrent military spacecraft could benefit m<'~ fro .. reduced 
transportation constraints. Addition of new midsi~ns such as ASAT, 
space-based radar, and space-based laser would add to the mass-to-orbit 
requirements. (See Figure 1.-3) 
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IASA Plan~t.ry Rissions 
!he XlSA Plar.etary Mission Area spsc.craft d.finitions vsrs established 
fro~ the current NASA planning for near term oolar system exploratlon and ths 
IASA/JSC Yolfer model to fl1l out t~. long tora mission requirement •• 
Specific eolar systr~ 'xplor~tion selected &s most probable to ba executed and 
therefore included in the model vere the foll~ving: -
o CalUeo 
~ International Solar Polsr Hlssion 
o Venue Orbiting Imaging R.d~r 
o Origin of Plasml. 
o Pla.a. Turb. Explorer 
o :lat-:m Orbiter (Dual) 
o UNP Progr ... - Ural. lIep Pluto 
o Lunar Polar Orbiter 
o A.troid Multi Rendezvous 
o Mara Advanced T~chnology 
o Ex~raterrestrial Material Processing 
o Luner Sample Return 
o Close Solar Orbiter 
o Venus Lander 
o Auto Mobile Lunar Survey 
:Usaions U:lP Program through Auto flO BILE LUMr Surve:r are lhunchod durin!! 
the SOC era under con.ideration :199C-2000). T~e upper stage used for the.e 
.. issions i. the cryogenic OTi defined for the SOC era. The addition of drop 
tanks to provide additional OTV propellant are r9quired for the IMP 
Program-Uran lIep Pluto :U98io11. 
Space Processi ""La Mission :'OOe1 
Th£ £}ace processing development logic used for mission anJ traffic 
mode11ng involves an evolutionary process leading from small experiment~ to A 
free-flying space factQ~ spanning a develop~ent period or eight-years 
(Haure 1-4). 
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A three-p~ase space p~cc~ssing develop~ent has be~n postulated. l.~ •• 
ex,pe:'ime:ltation, process -1evelopr::ent, and ,rodaction .:1e"/elOf::len!. ':'r~esa 
phases have 3-, 2-, a~~ 3-year cycles, respectively, and result i:1 ~ 
!ree-~lyiD8 factory at ~he end of eieht yearsi the spa~e p~oees9ing payload 
model is given in Table 1-6. ~hree ~xperiment St8~tS ~ave bee~ assumed ~~r 
y~ar vi th 3'~ o~ expe:-iment starts succeeding to Pnase :? at the end of ti,e 
three-yes.r C]c!~. ?if't] percent of process develcp:lients are assumed t.':\ 
succeed and become production developments at the en1 of the t.o-year process 
development cycle. 
Each prod"J.ction ::levelopment is assumed to result in a ~!"od'Jeticn 
free-flying f8e~ory. ?r~cess da7elopment flight test spans a Six-month 
period, with service co&:hly. Production devclopc.nt PS71osd. and free- f17ong ~act~ries are 3srvieed quarterly after delivery. aesulting !otal miSSion 
~ayloads are as snown in ~ab!e 1-6. 
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Hission ne~ds and spacecraft definition for the NASA Technology 
Development and Life Sciences Mission Area ware established from the current 
NASA definition of 28.50 spacelab missions, science and applicstiona 
.tssions for the proposed NASA 25KV power system follow-on, and NASA research 
and development mission spacecraft contained in the mission model 8saeabled by 
Kr. ~arry Volfsr at NASA/JSC. Includsd also, in this miseion area wera NASA 
Crowth Kissions to GEO. Tbe logic for the inclusion of these missions is thet 
the advent of SOC will provide the impetus and opportunity for conducting 
technology development and life science missiona at CEO sucb as tbe 
development of large servicable communications platforms. Therefore, a large 
low density (12,000 Ib - 44 foot cargo bay package) growth mission payload was 
postulated for annual launcb subsequent to ths SOC acbieving fUll operational 
capability as part of tbe mission model. Typical of the NASA research and 
development spacecraft selected for inclusion are apace telescope, LDEF, large 
solar observatory, and the large optical ultraviolet tAlescope. Eacb of tbe 
.issions included for this mission area are oonsidered to consist.of 
eervicable apacecraft during the SOC operatio~al era under analysis 
(1990-2000). However, this mission area includes spacecraft and platform 
launches only, wbile the servicing miesions are included in the satellite 
servicing mission area. 
, 
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Earth Observation a Science a .!ll!Ication Missione 
Barth observation and science and applications programs have been 
reviewed to give initial inaights into earth surv~illance 8issi9ns. This 
atudy resulted in definition of a conoept integrating all of the benafits 
obtained during the past 20 yeare. ~ spectrum of veather, resource, and 
climate satellites have baen eU8ined, rep·re~enting a reasonable range of 
feaaible approachea. 
Satellite ServiCing Mi8sions 
The satellite aervicing 8ia.ion area consiats entirely of LEO aervicing 
misaiona for the apacecraft, and science and applications platform payloads 
that vere included for launch in tho NASA technologJ development and life 
Beiences a18810n area dl~cu8Bed above. Servicing missions are considered tu 
be an integral part of the 8ateriala proceseing in apace 8iaaion area aa 
vell. However theae serlicing missions are included as part of the space 
processing 8ission aodel. The spacecraft and platforms selected for servicing 
missloDS, being a subset of tha NASA technology developmen~ and life Bciences 
.1aaion aode1, are described for that mis8ion area. The spacecraft selected 
tor servicing missions are the rolloving: 
o Space Telescope 
o LDE1 
o 25KW Pover System Science and Applications Platform 
o AlAF - Advanced X-Ray Aatro 
o Lsrge Solar Observatory 
o Ambient Deployable Infrared Taleecope 
o Large Optical Ultraviolet Telescope 
Ea~h of these spacecraft and the 25KV power aystem science and 
applicationa platform were conSidered to require aervicing on a ratio of 15% 
of their orbiting weighta. The spacecraft were acheduled for a four year 
aerviclng cycla and the platform waa scheduled for annual servicing in order 
to develop the miaaion model. :Oor the purpose of this medium model no 
servicing at GEO, either manned or unmanned, vas considered to occur before 
the year 2000. 
Space Construction Miasiona 
Only tvo operational miasiona are included in the model for the apace 
construction mission area. These missioDO are. the pinhold x-ray telescope 
launched in 1995 and the deep epace relay atation launched n 1997. Tbese 
~88iona were selected from the candidate liat of space constructicn missiona 
contained in the NASA/JSC Volfer model. Each of theae missiona are 
operational GEO apacecraft that are constructed end checked out in LEO and 
then trener.rred to GEO uaing the cryogenic OTV. Earlier technology 
dtvelopment mi8aioDa acsociated with apace construction are includej in the 
NASA technology development and life sciencee mie.ion area and only the 
operational missions that vero considered moat likely to occur vere ineluded 
in the apace coriatruction mlss10n area. 
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Traffic models are developed that acco .... oda·te the mission model needa. 
The modele developed consider both a SOC elemont available case and a no - SOC 
caae. 
Alternate'Accomzodation Kodes Options DeC,ntions 
Three acco .... odation modes were selocted tor the cost effectiveness trends 
and analyses (Figure 1-5 and 1-6). The differen't acco .... odation modes were 
selected to provide a data base for an evaluation at the moat reasonable 
spectrum of viable options to establish the key issues that must be addres.e1 
and evaluated. They also serve as the definition of the fectors that provide 
the cost comparisons between options. Analysis of the crew hours required to 
accomplish the total mis8ion area payload requirements was established,and 
evaluated to compare the compatility and total coets of the Shuttle-only 
optiona and the SOC options. 
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Summarized i~ Figure 1-7 and Figure 1-8 are all the significant features 
of each of the three options. The three accommodation modes _ere evaluated by 
creating mission manifests for the ll-year period from 1990 to 2000. Option 
A-l, that includes the SOC in the accommodation mode is shown to be th~ most 
coat ef!ective, $22.8 billion for Option A-l vs $J7.2 billion for Option C-2. 
Tha maj>r reason ia the significantly increased load factor for the STS and a 
reduction in uaer risk because of payload deployment and checkout at the SOC. 
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All anal"sis to date have indicated that 8uborbi tAl recovel')· of unused EZ 
propellant. is a viable concept vith sigeificant benefits to the SOC 
operational scenario. ' 
The .. ount of propellant remainiDg in ths ET at the end of boost is 
depen~ent upon how much peyload was carried to orbit. Aside from the flight 
performancs reserves and residuals trapped in the system the ET will contain 
an additional 0.95 pounds of propellants for every pound of unuaed payload 
capacit" that might exist on a given flight m.nofest. 
The relationship between L02. LH2 and total propellants remaining and 
the Shuttle unused payload capacity is ShOVD in Figure 1-9. Values of 
propellant remainiD§ can be up to 80,000 pounds or even higher dependiDg upon 
future Shuttle improvement a and/or growth options. 
The benefits of recovering these propellants and deliveriDg them to a 
storage facility on the SOC for later use on OTV missions provides significant 
saviDgs in annual Shuttle flights through reduced OTV propellant deliveries. 
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Orbit Transfer Vehicle Options 
Achieving the most effective and efficient orbit transfer capebility is a 
multifaceted problem. The &nswer involves interactiona with the design of the 
PSTloads to be transported, interactions with the design approaches to be 
applied to the OTV itself, interactions with the Shuttle as the primary 
ground-to-LEO logistica vehicle, end interactions related to whather or not s 
spece base is to ba employed. 
Payloads must be deSigned to ta~e maximum advantage of whichever orbit 
tranefer concept is employed. They muet be c~patibly sized and deaigned !or 
the orbital deployment and checkout operations most appropriate to the besic 
transfer concept. 
The OTV design approach, either space baaed or ground based, affects its 
size and delivery performance as well aa the program support elements 
{deployment and mating aids, etc.) required to make each deSign approach work. 
The Shuttle as the main LEO logistics vehicle in the Space Transportation 
System interacts with both the paylond deSign and the OTV approach. It 
interscts with the ~ayloads by virtue of their size, packaging density in the 
orbiter bay and deployment/checkout/OTV mating requirements and aids. The 
main OTV-pal1oad interactions are the mass/size to be transported and the OTV 
thrust environment durir..g the powered delta-V maneuvers. o'rv size further 
affects the operational tactics required, multl-Shuttle time on orbit needed 
to perform the required delivery and on-orbit oper4tio~s. This interacts with 
the orbiter fleet size and related launch and turnaround facility needs. 
OTV/payload/shuttle interaction concept a for the ground based no SO~ option in 
the aingle launch and du~ launch operatione mode are depicted in Figure 1-10 
and ligure 1-11. 
The use of a space base affects all three of the above interactive 
areas: payloads, OTV's, and the Shuttle. With a space base, payloads would 
have a facility for easy deployment and checkout with manned trouble-shooting 
support. Space-based OTVls can have high stage weight efficiencies, can be 
designed for reusability, and can have broadened sizing optiQn not constrained 
by what can be delivered full of propellant in a single Shuttle flight. In 
addition, space basing with propellant atorage allows full exploitation of 
external tank propellant scavenging and the use of propellant piggybacking to 
greatly reduce space transportation costs. SOC baaed O~V operations concept3 
are indicated in Figure 1-12. 
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On Orbit-Checkout and Servicing 
A prel1l11inary estimate of total checkout and servicing manpower 
requirements for the three traffic model altornatives, covering tbe years 
1990-2000, was prepared, ?igure 1-6. These resulta dealing with small, 
free-flying satellites and assembling larger payloads in epace, generally 
indieated the Space Base option ie les8 coet17 to the user, requiring fewer 
.... -hours end lees coat17 transportation of airborne support equipment. 
Tb, analysis performed to dete~ne the significant differences and 
simllan ties between servicing and checkout operations in'rolving an STS 
orbiter alone (Alternatives C-l and C-2) and analogous operations utilizing a 
space operations center (SOC)--Alternativa A is reported in Section 4, ths 
flight 8upport facility. 
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HaYing eetablished the mission model and alternative accoaaodation 
optiona, and identifing the mis8ion payloado that are available for SOC 
Interaction, STS Traffic Modo18 for each of the accommodatIon oytiona are 
developad. 
S!S manifests that incorporate tbe PB110ad packets identifIed by ai8eion 
area and packaging denSity, are determined for each accomaodation Qption. 
Table 1-7 re~reaente a typical example of the manifests generate~. The 
.. nUesta cover eleven years of SOC operation (1990-2000), include all aiesion 
areas, and dieplay the mission payload physical characteristics end 
manitesting ground rules used. The example shown is for the SOC option for 
which the payload bay volnme V&8 used to load the ON propellant required for 
the GBO ai8sions. Thie capability to "top off" the orbiter PB110ad hay vhen 
conducting aiasiona to SOC ~ead to the conclusions that no dedicated -tanker" 
flights sre required when SOC is utilized, and that the orbiter 1s operated st 
a higher average loa~ tactor and therefore .ore efficiently for SOC 
oparations. The .. nit.ets vere than compiled into STS traffic Bodele f~r .acb 
accoamodation ~ption. These reaulting traffic aodele are shown as Tables 1-8 
through 1-10. 
Vor convenience a subset of each model vas generated to identify tne SOC 
related GBO node traffic for the years 1990-2000. These GEO node traffic 
aodels are ehown as Tables 1-11 through 1-1,. 
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fhe tinal task in organization of tbe basic data required for the fleet 
utilization analysis vaa to identify the LEO to CEO OTV Traffic Kodel for the 
SOC related years from the mis8ion and STS traffic .odels. A summary of the 
OTV uaage for the three option. ueing the medium mission .odel is ahovn in 
Table 1-14. 
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In addition to the basic traffic aDftlysis , focused on SOC VB. no-SOC 
options, an investigation vas performed of the important traffic 
sensitivities. For the SOC related missions an analysis vas conducted to 
determine the intsrrelated effects of payload density and key space syatea-
variablea on the number of shuttle flights required to satisfy the mission 
_0481. The key space ayotem variables c~nsldered are: OTV performance, 
shuttle payload capability, the application of aero braking technology to OTV 
performance, the effect of eliminating ET propellant scavenging. and the 
efrects of changing the variable altitude strategy for SOC to a constant 
altitude strategy. A discussion of each of these issues follows. 
Average Cargo Ch~racteristlcs 
As a starting base for the traffic sensitivity analysia average cargo 
characteristics vere deterainod for the complete trafric summary over the 
11 year (1990 through 2000) period used in the study. These data are 
summarized in Table 1-15. 
--
O1l3R 
TABLE 1-15. AVERAGE CARGO CKARI.CTERISTICS 
(11 YEAR TRA!?IC S~~RY) 
SOC ~N·SOC 
IN • 2.Q STS fLtGHTS IN • 366 STS fUGHTS 
%WCA1GO ·6,733,000 III 1Wc.u.GO • 3,"4.0001l~ 
SWPlO'U\.ANl • 7.~.COO III SW"Of'IllANT • 4,12;,000 , .. 
W,.OUI~D ·7,3:56,000 I .. W,lfOUIUD .4.121,000 Ib 
~ • 1.093 lb/1b i- • '.039Ib/1b 
WCAlGO WCAlGO 
!W'J\. .4,557,000 Ib 1W,,t • 3,0I7,CXJ) lit 
(W,,t',1IG • 11,450 II, (W',t'AVG • ',2.&0 lit 
CWCAlGri AVG .27,260 lit CWCAlGri AVG .10,160 lit 
CWCN.GO·W~ AIIG • Sl,Ma ,It (WCAIGO·W,J ~VG .22,1'" ,It 
~,t' AVG '2.$1~3 ~,t' AVG • '.0 11t/I" 
LOAD fAClORr LOAD fAClOt: 
60K Uf (L.f.) AVG ·0.f6 (1.f.) AVG ·0.3'1 
• 56K Iff 0..'.) AVG ·l.m 
I 
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Load tactor. ba.ad on the combinad oargo and propellant w.i,ht d.livered 
p.r tli,ht are .hown tor tvo refereno. conditiona. The 60K reterenoe 
condition refers to the current J~C 07700, Vol. 14, abuttle payload capebility 
to 150 n.mi orbit (60000 Ib). Thia allowa direct comparleon wlth load tactora 
tor non-SOC .ie.ion. wh.r. PB71oud3 .ay not requlre d.livery t~ the 200 n.ml 
SOC orbit altltud.. The 56K reference oonditlon lnoorporat •• the reductlor. ln 
.huttle P8710ad capability to the 200 ... mi. SOC orbit (56000 1b). 'tbe 1.0' 
load tactor for thl. condition reflecta the boneflte ot propellant 
acavensins. The .huttle arrive. at the SO~ with more than the 56000 Ib litt 
oapability bec.u •• ot the propellant. r.covered tro: the ET. Th. relativ.ly 
poor load tactor tor the non-SOC option i. the re.ult oi .. ~ G~O .at.llit. 
deliv.ry :i •• ion. requirins two ahuttl. launch •• each, on. tor the .atellit. 
and on. for the OTV. 
Propell.nt to Cargo Weight Relationahip 
In ordor to properly ••••• e the .ffecta ot .any of the trattio 
a.naitivitiea it i. n.c •••• ry to d.t ... 1ne the relationshIp. between cargo 
weight and pr~p.llant weight which are po •• ibl. wh.n op.ratins in the SOC 
acena~io and with .a.tau: propell.nt .cavensins. Plot. of this weight ratio 
:VplVCARGO) are .hown in Figure 1-1' for several orbiter paylosd 
capabilities. The 80K orbiter refers to a growth .huttle with 80000 Ib 
d.liv.ry oapability to LEO. The oth.r two casea ref" ~t the atandard orbiter 
oapabilit;t to (a) 200 n •• i. and (bi 2,6 n.mi. Thia.d 56, ) Ib and 4'/000 Ib 
tor the two ca ••• re.pectivoly. Thene curVea .re needed to determine the 
.rreeta ot OTi peri~rmanc •• shuttle performance and SOC altitude atrat6&1 on 
the number of .huttl. flight. required to .aUsl"y tho .. halon model. 
Sp.cifically, the effect. of chR"<lU in propellant requil'\' .. ~nt. :OTV perf.) 
and/or .huttl. payload ~apab1l!ty on th. cargo weight while .aint.ininil tho 
maxlmua attainable load factor can be determined. 
-S 10 
~ 
CARGO MIGKJ. lOll) LI 
rIGURE l-n. CARGO TO PRoPELLAlfI' VEIGIIT RATIO P'OR 
MAXlKUM SCAVENGInG 
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The basic OTV performance factors considered were structural maS8 
tractIon, ~, and specific impu18e, Isp. Figurea 1-14 and 1-15 show the 
atfects of these vpl'1ables on the propellant requirellents to deliver a pound 
01' payload to GEO froll the SOC. The reference co~tiguration used for these 
data vas the space-based reueable OTV described earlier (A • 0.906. -
Isp • 470 sec.). As shoWD on the curve (Figure 1-14) a reduction in stags 
mass fraction, A>', 01' 0.01 results in a 21.~ increase in propellant 
required. Applying this tactor to the 1.09' value of Vp/Vc irom the 
traffic summary data a new value of 1.,,1 i8 required. Prom the standard 
orbiter curve of Figure 1-1" the cargo weights for these two propellant to 
cargu weight ratios are ~~ Ib and 27400 Ib respectively. The number of 
shuttle flights must increase by the ratio of these two weight8 in order to 
deliver the new mix of propellant to cargo along with the s4me total cargo as 
required for the reference OTV case. Thus, the number of shuttle flights ie: 
N • '0~/27400 x 247 • 27', AN • +26 flights. Average payload density for 
this case mU8t increase to 5.' Ib/Ct3. 
In the event that cargo density cannot be increased to the above value, 
the extra propellant required to make up for the 0.01 reduction in OTV mass 
fraction could be carried up in dedicated tanker flights. TUU8, where cargo 
deneity i8 held conetant the number of extra shuttle flights required, 
All • +'5. ·rhus, shuttle f11ght requirements are e:<tremely sensitive to OTV 
lIlaaa traction. 
6.0 
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Figure 1-15 shows the equivalent effects of lap on OT~ propellant 
requirements. Converting these data t~ shuttle flight numbers in the Bame 
manner as described above for the mass fraction effect, dH - +14 flights for 
a reduction in Is of 10 seconds. This case requires a cargo density 
increase to 5.4 It/ft3• If cargo denSity cannot be incre&aed the number of 
eztra shuttle flights grows to +19. again assuming all the extra propellants 
are delivered by dedicated tanker launches. 
Sensitivity to Shuttle Payload Capability 
Various growth options for ~proving the shuttle payload capability have 
been studied. To analyzG the effects of these increased capabilities on 
shuttle flight requirements a representative growth value of 80000 lb to LEO 
vas selected. Returning to Pisure 1-13. the cargo weight for the 80K orbiter, 
is 39500 lb. Rationing this to the standard orbiter value of 30300 Ib 
provides 4 savings of 57 flights. However, cargo density must increase to tne 
ve<7 high value of 7.1 lb/ft'. No reduction in shuttle flights is possible 
if cargo density cannot be increased, because all the propellants required can 
be delivered with the standard 60K orbiter. 
Effect of Applying Aerobraking Technology 
Several studies have appeared in the recent literature shoving the 
potential performance advantages of employing aerobraking technology to OT~ 
designs. Pigure 1-16 show. a representative configuration which was used to 
determine the effect of aerobraking technology on the number of shuttle 
flights required for the specified mi8sion model. 
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Uaing the.e generic characterist1cs it vaa detaraine4 that a propellant 
HYinga of 18.7 perceDt over the reference MV configuration could be achieved 
uaing .erobraking techDoloer. Thia applie. to CEO deliveriaa vith the OTV 
returning to the SOC "pty, and raaulta in the reduction ot ahuttle fligbta by 
.--27. Asain becauaa of peyload compaction aDd orbitar c.g. c~at .. inta tbe 
oargo dansity must be increaaed to 6., Ibift' to take full advantage of tbe 
increased MY pertoraance offored by aerobraking. 
Propellant Scavenging Effecte on tbe Humber of Shuttle Flights Required 
There are two caeea whicb tend to bound tha potential effecta of 
propellant scavenging on tbe number of sbuttle rligbte required to meet the 
aission modal. They ara. (a) assume all propellant which can be carried to 
the SOC witb the required V /V. ratio ie uaed by the OTV (no e~cees), then 
approxisately 9000 Ib per ~igbt would be scavenged (the maximum possible with 
a full cargo), (b) aaaume a load factor of 1.0 (referenced to the 56000 Ib 
orbiter capability to the SOC altitude) can be acbieved witb payload topoff 
techniquea alone end witbout acavenging. Then only the, percent aaaociated 
witb the 1.0, load factor in the ave rase cargo characteriatica, Table 1-15, 
would be provided by scavenging. 
Tbe effect on sbuttle fligbts for case (a> ia to increase tbe number of 
shuttle fligbte by 61 aDd for caae (b) by 12 fligbta. Thus, without 
propellant scavenging aomewhere between 12 and 61 adJitional sbuttle flighte 
would be required to .eet tbe miaaion model needs. 
Erfecta or Constant Altitude Strategy 
Another important factor in opt1mi~ing the 10Siatics efriciency for the 
SOC ia the application or a variable altitude atrateer. In part one of the 
atudy (Rockwell Report Bo. SSD 81-0076, Vol I, dated 17 April l~l) it waa 
deterained that SOC orbit altitude for a conatant altitude atrateer would be 
2'6 n.m!. to meet tbe 9O-dsy orbit decaT criteria with a +30 goximum 
atm~8phere. Tbe effecte of flying continuously at thia altitude are preeented 
bere. 
Holding the Vp/Vc rstio at tbe no.inal value of 1.09' Ib/lb in 
Figure 1-1" the cargo weight is shown to drop to 25000 Ib Soing from tha 
standard orbiter curve at 200 n.mi to tbe curve for the orbiter at 2,6 n.mi. 
Tbe number of ahuttle fligbt. tberefore grovs to AN - +52 flight.. Tbe 
minimum payload density becomes '.5 Ib/ft'. The den.ity effect of the 
reduction in average carso ma.s from ,O}OO Ib to 25000 Ib i8 partially offset 
by the bay volume reduction for tbe OKS kit needed to reacb 2'6 n.mi. When 
tbe atmospheriC density follows the expected trende over tbe 11 year s~lar 
cycle (which is most of the time) the SOC csn be aafely operated at altitudes 
of 200 n.m!. and lower. Thue, the conatant Mltituda atratesy could coat up to 
an additional 52 flights. 
The traffic sensitivity effecte for all of tbe foregoing factore are 
sumaari~ed in Table 1-16. Degraded MV pertoraance, aliminating propellant 
scavenging and applying a conatant altitude atratesy, can all require dramatic 
increaees in the number of &buttle f116bts. Increaaed shuttle payload 
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TABLE 1-16. TB4PPIC SENSITIVITIES 
REFERENCE VAlUES III YR TRAFFICI: 
N • 247 fLIGHTS PAVG' 205!b1rt3 
AN 
fACTOR I SHUTTI£ FLTS 
OTV PERfORMANC£: AA' -0.01 +35 
+29 
'!\I~p' ·10 sec +19 
+16 
STS PH PERF: IIlK OP.BllIR 0 
-51 
AEROBRAKING 0 
-ZJ 
NO SCAVENGING (., 9000 Ib IfLT +61 
(bllfo LOAD FACTOR +12 
CONSTANT "lTITUOE STRAlIGY +31 
"AVG 
Ib/n! 
2.S 
... 
2.S 
U 
205 
U 
205 
5.6 
-1" 
-1." 
6.1 
performance and the application of aerobraking technology to the OTV can 
Significantly reduce the number of shuttle flights required, but only if very 
high packaged densities cen be attained by the P87load designs. These high 
densities are two to three times higher than current P87load definitions 
(excluding propellant/fluid deliveries) which suggests they will be difficult 
to attain. 
Payload DenSity Considerations 
In the preceding discuseions on traffic senaitivies P87load denSity was 
shown to be significantly affected by manr of the sensitivity factors. Thid 
is the rsuult of the interrelating constraints of P87load volume vs. 
propellant volume and the orbiter c.g. constraints. As the ratio of 
propellant to cargo weight is changed to meet different OTV needs or the cargo 
weight is changed in accordance with Variations in shuttle P8710ad capability 
the relative volumes for propellant and cargo change. The tank l~ngth affects 
the location of the payload c.g. as shown in Figure 1-17, and the tank length 
is affected by the amount of propellant it must contain. For this analysis we 
are interested in the maximum propellant which can be carried with a given 
payload. The relationship between propellant and payload, assuming maximum 
scavenging is shown in Figure 1-18. App17ing these propellant weights to the 
e.g- constraInt geometry depleted in Figure 1-17 results iD the payload 
density versus payload weight curve (dashed line) in ~igure 1-19. This cur.e 
represents the minimum density attainable while still maintaining gaximwo 
shuttle load factors (actually greater than 1.0 because of scavenging). The 
dashed line is slighi17 conservative because it presumes a uniform ~ensity for 
the payload and ignores the effect l,f tank weights in calculating the e.g.' s. 
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FIGURE 1-19. PACKAG&D DENSITY CONSTRAINTS 011 SHUTTLE PAYLOADS 
It should alao be noted thet the alloved c.g.· s vere determined for the case 
with the tanks empty which is the probable condition for landing where the 
c.g. constraints apply. . 
A similar analysis vas conducted for cases where scavenging was 
eliminated to determine the effects of the c.g. constraints on pure payload 
deliveries. This i8 plotted on the double dashed lina of Figure 1-19. As 
would be ezpscted, eliminating the propsllant tanks and alloving tile psyloads 
to be placed farther aft in the bay reduces the minimum density requirement 
significantly. 
Although these results are slightly conservative they give a reasonable 
insight into logistics sensitivity to payload density. 
Payload Density Effects for Non-SOC Options 
Payload density effects on non-SOC missions were also briefly 
investigated. The most critical of these mission types are cases invol,ing 
GEO payloads which are delivered to orbit on the same flight with the OTV 
which will carry them to GEO. Here the big variables are OTV desigu and 
shuttle payload capability. Both of these variables affect how big the O~{ 
must be and hence hoy much room 1s left in the shuttle bay for the payload. 
The main problem varisbles are depicted in Figure 1-20. 
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1IGURE 1-20. OTV SIZING EFFeCTS Oil PAYLOAD DE.ISITY 
The ratio of payload weight to QTV weight for GEO Jeliver,r missions are 
shown for four OTV options. These reflect the mass fraction and Isp 
characteristics described in the preceding sections for their respective 
concepts. The OTV weights are converted to their respective lengths with the 
relationships in Figure 1-21. Payload lengths are converted to their minimum 
pa110ad densities (assuming uniform mass distribution) ss shewn in 
figure 1-19. The effacts of shuttle P0110sd capabilitl are determined bl 
simpll increasing the gross cargo weight allowed and aolving for the matching 
QTV and pa110ad weights. 
A8 shown in the curves, increases in OTV performance and Shuttle payload 
capabilitl lead to higher plateaus of pa110ad performance. However, to 
actually achieve these performance increases payload deLsit,y must also be 
increased. QTV technoloS1 advsnced cannot be fully exploited without 
increasee in payload packaged denait,. Thia ia because the advances vhich 
allov down sizing the OTV also result in larger payload weights. The increase 
in epace available fer payloads approximatel, matches the gro~th in payload 
capabilitl thereby resulting in a clustering of the pa110ad vereus density 
relationahipe to follow the same growth trend for all options. 
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1.4 DEDICATED ORBITER CONSIDERATIONS 
Pour aspects of a dedicsted SOC mission versus a non-dedicated (mixed 
nssions) Orbiter configuration "era studied to determine the 
feasibi11ty/desirability of a special Orbiter for the projected SOC missions. 
'he tour aspects studied vere: reconfiguratioD tasks, time to accomn'iah each 
task, and the manpover requirements for these operations; ETa and liTL traffic 
levels; the coat of repeated reconfigurations of the Orbiter during an eleven 
year period; and the increased payload bensfits associated with a dedicated 
SOC mission configured Orbiter. Preliminsry conclusions are establiahed from 
the four-part analysis. 
The Orbiter turnaround baseline of 160 hours, which vill govern the 
turnaround of operational vehicles in the eleven year period of interest, is 
ehown in Pigure 1-22. The time line shovs that 96 hours are allocated for 
Orbiter maintenance and checkout operations in the OPF, and of that total 
period, only 76 hours are nominally available for payload related tasks. One 
objective of this analySiS is to avoid a~ schedule impact related to 
payload-type tasks. 
Reconfigurstion Time and Manpower Requirements 
UciTliI the KSC STS Ground OperatioDs Plan, Volume III, S'IS Plight Kits 
Plan (Apr11 13, 1979), fifteen items vere identified as possible operations to 
be performed when reconfiguration from a mixed car~o to 8 SOC mission 
configuration is performed. Figure 1-23 lists these items and indicates that 
957 manboura are required. 
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FIGURE 1-~3. RGCONFIGURE FRO~ ~IXED CARGO TO SOC MISSION CONPIGURATON 
Preli~inary scheduling of the reconfiguratioD tasks is shown to take 
86 hours, caused by the requirement to remove the intsrnal airlock and install 
the docking module and associated mounting kit io sequential operations. The 
86 hours required is just sufficient to mset the mileatone (at 87.5 hours) of 
closing the p~load bay doors. Although additional study of these taaks would 
be necessary to add more margin (86 hours vsrsus the allocated 78 houra 
modification period), no actual schedule impact is anticipated for this 
recontiguration operation from a general cargo t" a SOC alssion configu .... t. ~n. 
To reverae the Orbiter configuration (from a SOC misslon to a mixed c~rgo 
miasion) tho Bame fif:een tasks are shown in Figure 1-24 to require 
2}11 manbourB. Task no. 8 (install one eet of fuel cell cryo tanks) is the 
principal contributor to the excessive amount ot manhoura required to perform 
this turn around oparation. Retention of ths cryo tank installation for the 
SOC orbiter ie recommended. By deleting this Task no. 8, the manpower totals 
decreas to 651. 
Ko sche~ule impact, therefore, is anticipated for these reconfiguration 
operations, changina: the Orbiter troll a SOC 818sion to a ceneral,carso a1as-4.on 
configuration. 
ETR and vTR Traffic Modelo 
The ETR traffic model, Figura 1-25, indicates that all SOC-related 
mise10ns average 22.5 flights per year for the eleven year period of intereet. 
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An orbiter, configured eapecislly tor tho SOC miesion, vould be utilised 
l~. Individual years, however, shon 80lle under-usage (1990-1992) and aoa • 
• xe ••• SOC flights (199', 1994, 1997-2000) vhich can be re.olved by ahariDII 
the Orbiter stationed at VTR, (Figure 1-26), (or a third Orbitar haaed at ETR). 
A third operational Orbiter may be a neceaaity at an early date bacayae 
01' varioue contingencies which may aris8 during STS operations. 
Delayed launchee and/or recovery 01' the SRBe due to inclellent 
weather at the launch site and/or heavy sea atatea at the SRB i~ct 
area. 
Unscheduled Orbiter maintenance may require 1I0re than the allocated 
tille (40 hours) in the OP? 
AF (VTR) launch-on-demand requirements may prevent .. ieeion ehariDII 
with the ETR launch aite. 
On-orbit recovery operations may dictate that the VTR-based Orbiter 
land at VTR rather than ETR for misaion shariDII. Ferry requirements 
vould add 7 to 9 days to the Orbiter turnaround operations. The 
revaree aituation msy also exist. 
The above factors viII reduce the usage of ETR-based Orbiters by about 
15% and VTR-based Orbiters by about lQC. 
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rieure 1-27 i_ a au.aar,r of the ETR exceas SOC tlight. which could be 
acco_od.ted b;r ths VTR-baaed. Orbiter. During ths eleven ;year period ~t 
intereet, the VTR based orbiter reconfiguration op8rati~1lB wil~ coat 
approx1aatal;y 1.4 aillion dollars (a~out $125,000 ~r ;year). Our tentative 
conclusion is that ~125,OOO per year (averege cost) i_ acceptable in order to 
utili.e~ha VTR-baaed Orbiter as auch as possible. 
The cost benefits of e.ploying a SOC dedicated orbiter, tbat requires no 
reconfiguration eftort, is approxiaatel;y $1~,6OO,OOO during the elvven year 
period or-interest. 
P!lload Weight Change Benefits 
rigure 1-28 summarizes the effect on p8;yload weight of a dedicated 
Orbiter configured for SOC .tssions. !he weight shown is in contrast to a 
stsndard Orbite_ configured tor a SOC nission. The net pa;yload improvement is 
approxiaately 2217 pounds more than a standard Orbiter. In the SOC scenario 
this extra p81load can be full;y exploited using the p81load top oft and. 
propellant scavenging tecbniqu9s. 
YEAR NO_ Of EIof:NTS • MAN HOURS fOR EACH EIof:NT TOTAL MAN HOURS 
1990 
- -
1991 
- -
1992 
- -
1993 2 1368" 
1994 1 1,368 
1995 
- --
1996 - -
1991 2 2.136 
19'111 6 S.208 
1999 10 13,680 
21m 4 5,472 
• 1110651 '1368 MAtfiOURS 34,200 I SoWHR' $I, 370,1lXl 
-
!leUR! 1-27. COST 01' REl:OIlJi'IGURIIIG VTR ORBITER 
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-
~. INSTALL SOC MISSION IALLAST kIT (DaTA WEIGHT UNKNOWN) 
-
-
S. IfMO\I( MISSION STATION ACCOMMODATION KIT (DELTA WEIGHT UNICNOWN) 
-
•• _0IIf PAYLOAD STATION ACCOMMODATION KIT (D£LTA WEIGHT UNKNOWN) 
-
7. INSTALL SOC ON-QlUT STATION ACCOMMODATION kIT (DaTA WEIGHT UNKNOINN) 
-
•• «fMOV! ONE SET OF RJfI. aLL ClVO TANKS .1'17 
t. INSTALL MID~Ck Clfw SEATS & ACCOMMODATIONS (COUNTED AS P .... lOAD "~IGHT) 
-
10. INSTALL ET SCAVENGING TANK (COUNTED AS PAYLOAD WEIGHT) 
-
II. INSTAL~ ~AYLOAD GlAPPLE fllfTUlE 
-
12. WAOVE INSIDE AIIILOCK <tOO 
13. INSTALL DOCKING MODUlE & MOUNTING KIT (NO DELIA WEIGHT) 
-
... INSTAlL PlDA (NO onTA WEIGHT) 
-. 
15. INSTALL HPA (NO DELTA WEIGHT) 
-
+2217 
PIGURE 1-18. PAlLOAD WEIGHT CHA.1GE WITH DEDICATED SOC COofPIGl/RATIOlf 
~he coat of removing and re-inatalling the c~o tanka, over the eleven 
year period of interest, would cost 468,000 manhours (1900 manhours for remove 
and replace operations, times 247 missions), or $18,750,000. 
Conclusions 
Table 1-17 summarizes the prelimtna~ conclusions, indicating that a 
dedicated Orbiter, configured for SOC misoions, is recomended. Also, the 
VTR-baoed Orbiter (or a third Orbiter based lit ETR) should be time-shared to 
acco ... odate Bl<cess SOC missions originating at ETR. A third Orbiter may be 
required earlier than the 1999 date, indicated by the traffic model studied, 
based on operational contingencies. Ap?roximately 2000 Ibs of additional 
payload capability is aloo available with the dedicated orbiter configuration. 
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!OLE 1-17. PRELlIUBARI COliCLUSIOIS 
SUBJECT CONCLUSIONS 
lECONFIGURATlON TASKS/lIME • NO SCH[DULE IMPACT IS ANTICIPATED FOR REPEATED 
AND MANPO\'.t1 RECONFIGURATION OPERATIONS If TASK NO.8 
15 DELETED 
• ON! SET OF FUEL CELL CRVO TANKS SHOULD IE 
. 
IEMOVED FOR A DEDICATEt' SOC MISSION 
CONFIGURED ORalTER 
ET-.MJR • A DEDICATED ORalTER FOR SOC MISSIONS WOULD IE 
TRAFFIC MODELS UTILIZED 100% ~VERAGE) DURING THE ELEVEN YEAR 
PERIOD OF INTEREST 
• WTI ORIITER SHOULD IE MISSION-SHARED WITH ETI 
• WTl ORIITER SHOULD IE RECONFIGURED FOR EACH 
SOC MISSION 
• AFTU 1998, A THIRD OPERATIONAL -:lRIITElIS REQUIRED 
COST OF • 5125.Il00 AVERAGE VEAll V COST IS ACCEPT"llE IN 
RECONFIGURATION OPERATIONS ORDER TO UTILIZE THE WTR ORBITER AS MUCH AS 
POSSIBLE ("'PRO"CH 100%) 
PAYLOAD \'.tIGHT CH"NGE • 2217 '''YLOAD INCREASE C"N aE EXPECTED FOR A 
DEDICATED ORIITER CONFIGLIlED FOR SOC MISSIONS 
• '''YLo.o.D \'.tIGHT 15 WORTH "lOUT 51000 PER 'OUND 
• ALL INCREAS£D PAYLOAD WEIGHT OPTIONS SHOUlD IE 
FULL V EXPLORED 
1.5 Fleet Size AnalYSis 
'leet utilization analyses have shown that for the peak annual flight 
rate projected for the SOC mission scenario (46 flights per year) a fleet of 
three orbiters will meet the traffic needs, Vigure 1-29. This offers fleet 
capecity margin to handle uncertanties in contingencies and relative mission 
priorities (DOD vs civil, etc.). Fleet size is greatly affected by flight 
rate and ground turnaround time. An increase in flight rate of sbout 12 
flights per year or an B-day increase in turnaround time would each require 
one additional orbiter in the fleet. Also, the higher flight rates required 
without a SOC will generally require one more orbiter in the fleet, regardless 
_or the contingency and mission priority criteria that are established, as long 
as they are the same tor both SOC and non-SOC cases. 
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2.0 SOC ASSEMBLY OPERA!IONS 
Proceduree required to aaoeable the SOC modulea are investigated, in thi8 
taak, in greatar detail than vas pre"/iously accomplished (Ret 1). Vith the 
aid ot a Rockwall International developed computer graphic program, the 
capabi1itias and constraints ot the Shuttle RMS t~ pertorm the aa.eably 
oparations can ba asse8.8d. !he principal objective ot the taak i. to 
determine the feasibility of the Shuttle RMS to perform the SOC a.sembly task, 
and to determine the requirements for a.8ociated equipment to aid in the 
assembly process such a8 the handling and positioning aid (HPA). The location 
of the RNS grapple fixture on each of the modules is also determined. 
2.1 SOC ASSEIIBLY SCENARIO 
fwo principal modea of the SOC aeeembly sequence vere investigated, (1) a 
.equence that as.embles the SOC in it. full-up configuration bafore baing 
manned, and (2) an incremental sequence that provide. an initial four man 
autonomous capability building to a full-up capability in a tuture period. 
rigure 2.1 illustrate. the configuration of a SOC utilized for the full-up 
•• seBsment and rigure 2.2 illuetrates the configuration of a SOC utilizing an 
incremental build-up aequence. 
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PIGURE 2.2 SOC INCREMENTAL BUILD-UP CONFIGURATION 
A summary of the resultant RKS joint angle readinge AA.o~iated with the 
assembly sequence. Pigure 2.3. of the full-up concept is shown in Table 2.1. 
The table indicates that allot the RKS maneuvers can be accomplished within 
the RIIS limits. but do exceed the desired range in a few places. 
Thesedeviations are not critical to the assembly operation. and could probably 
be eliminated with additional iterations. Pigure 2.4 indicates the grapple 
fixture locations on each ot the modules resulting trom the assembly sequence 
computer simulations. The grapple fixture position on the tunnel module is 
unique and is indicated in more detail in Figure 2.5. 
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$M-2 STOWlD -~ 1.~1 '9.~' -60.~' -.46.78 ,t·",:) -51.53 SM·2 DEPLOYED -1.73 15.31 -110.'1 -41.17 .41.72 114.7' 
HM_l STowtD 
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lM$TO\'/EO "".59 17.77 -nl.34 -29.30 -2'.36 141.110 
LM DEPlOY[D -61.31 75.51 -41.93 -21.61 ... '6.9' 1 ..... 
_ TMSTOw'[O 
-20.17 59." _110 •• 2'9 -21.67 24.36 -75.00 
TM DEPLOVEO St." ''',::12 -54.29 112.1' 46.31 130.00 
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'.ble 2.2 slIIIII&rises the resultsnt jOint allBle readillB" tor the 
iDcre ... ntal C8semb17 eaquence, Figures 2.6 through 2.11, and l'1gure 2.12 
indicates the grapple tizture positions on each ot the modules. 
A OOIlparison vas .. de ot the assembly issuee/oparations between the"e two 
concept". l'1gure 2.1, indicates the result. of thi8 comparison ane17sia. The 
significant result ot this ana17a18 is that the SOC can be assembled util1zillB 
only the Shuttle RMS in either arrangement. Hovever, a signiticant increase 
in the number ot operstione required to assemble the IOllBer modulea is 
indicated. The complezitiee and, consequently, the riske are evident for the 
lons_r modul3 aesemb17 concept. The HPA i8 required more trequent17 and needs 
greater capabilities. 
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,.0 SK~~LE SYSTEK PROPELLANT SCAVEJGIMG 
In order to determine the SOC lapact due to propallant storage and 
trallllfer activities a .tudy, under Rockwell Illternational diacreUoD8l'1 funds, 
va. parformed to deteraine the feasibility of recovering the unus.d propellant 
fro. the ezternal tank (ET) of the ehuttle and traneferring th~a propallant to 
the SOC. 
'.1 SUBORBITAL RECOVERY 0' EXTERNAL TANK PROPELLAIITS 
Thia atudy indicated the practical feasibility of recovering unuaed 
propellante remaining in the ezternal tank (ET) after boost. As iudicated in 
Figure 3.1, a nomlnal 9'78 pounds of propellants are left in the ET and the 
.ain engine system of tho orbiter at the completion of main engine cutoff 
(KECO). These propellants are currently jettisoned vitb the ET or vented to 
space folloving ET separation. This task shovs tbe overall feasibility of 
transferring theae ~~pallante to an Or~iter-.ounted receiver tank, during 
.ated coaet after KECO for subsequent delivel'1 to SOC or a epace b~ee, and 
identifies practical hardware eleaents for implementetion of the concept. 
The benefite of applying this concept to a space base are vel'1 
aubetantial. The nearly 10,000 pounds of recovered propellant repre. ~t 
nearly one fifth of a Shuttle load. Thus, ET propellant recovery can rtlduce 
the numbar of logistlc flights in support of 8 space baae by nearly 
20 percent. In the usual case of an underloaded Orbiter, much grdater 
baneflts can ba realized. 
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Scave~i~ Scenarios 
Figure ,.2 identities , .. in scenarios in which Er scavencina can be used 
to reduce the number ot Shuttle launches required to service and re.upp~ 
SOC. The basic scenario asaumes a 'full-up' 65K pound PB710ad :not voluae 
limited) in which there i. rooa left for a ... 11 aise 'catch tank' or 
scavencinc tank large enough to capture the maximua expected(-' aigas) 
residuala. Tile second acenario 48aWD88 that the paJload 1s less than 65Klb 
and not volume limited, and thet r008 is lett to add a loeded propellant 
reaupply tank in addition to the basic scavenaina tank. The third scavanaing 
acenario aSSWDea a dedicated tanker flight fully loaded with an 
orbiter-mounted resupply tank. 
Key Isaues 
Ol"R 
Tha following key issues were identified and inVestigated in this study. 
1. Boost trajector,r interactions with ET impect constraints, ullage 
thrust options, and transfer time availability. 
2. ~actors affectina cryogenic fluid flow phenomena. 
,. dain engine shutdown and ullage thrust transient effecta on fluid 
dynamics at IlECO. 
4. Receiver tank and pl~bina hardware concepts. 
5. Prellmlna~ crew considerations. 
6. Important safety-related issues. 
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The fo1loving guideline. vere used to define the necesaarr change. to the 
present Shuttle ai.sion flight plan in order to allow tor a tive to twenty 
ainute post-aeco aated coast phase: 1) Safe ET impact in either the Indian or 
Pacific Oceans, 2) Continuous positive accelerations at lX10-4 g's or 
greater, ') Kiniaal changes to thd Shuttle abort and noainal aeco 
requireaents, and 4) Kinor .oditications to Shuttle subSJst .... 
RCS Thrust Options 
The three RCS thrust options shown in l'igure '.3 vere selected aa tJ.e 
aDat likely candidates requiring minimal amounts of subsystem _odification, 
cost and checkout before implementation. ~vo thrust options utilized present 
att-facing RCS primarr thrustere, vhereas the third option assumed that an 
ideelized thrust level of "Drag + 50 lbs" va8 provided by added RCS vernier 
enginee. 
£'1' Entry and Iapact Area Assumptions 
The Shuttle ascent trsjectorr is constrained primarily by the requireaent 
to ai_ the eapty ET tor impact in a safe target area and at the saae tiae 
satisfy abort .afety reqUirements. 
DUAL PReS THRUSTERS 
• 2 X 110' 17«) 110t 
• T/W • 0.0007 t~ 
• _,1t::4.41b/lllr. 
• MINIMUM OUiTEa 
IMPACT 
SINGLE PRes THRUSTER 
• IX 110 • 110 llot 
• T/w' 0.002' t~ 
• W p:!: 2071" • ., 
• ATTITUDf CONTIIOL 
SOfTWARE MOD 
I ADDED VERNIER THRUSTERS I 
• TINITIAL • 2 X 110 • 17«) I~, 
",,"ox. «) - 60 IOC) 
eT fiNAL' O'-"G • 50 llot 
.T/W.., 1~.~ 
• -., _11.51W.1n 
• _AlE' SOFTWAIf 
MODS 
rIGURE 3.3 ULLAGE THRUST OPTIONS 
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.. 
ho 1apact zonea were identified primarily on the baaU of land .au 
avoidance. Tha erea veet of Australia in the Indian Ocean vaa de.i,nated 
Zone I, vhereas, tha i.pact area north east of the Gilbert Ielande in tile 
Pacific_Ocean vaa designated Zone 2. Figure '.4 presents the ,round trace of 
a due eaat launcb troB ETR and tbe ET impact zones asauaed in thia study • 
• I 
FIGURE '.4 ET IMPACT CONSTRJ.INTS 
.Table ,-2 summarizea th~ selected RCS thrust optiona and the reaultias 
payload i.plicationa. The net payload effect abown iareterenced to tbe 
noainal 65 lIb cargo capability for the Baaic Reference Kissi~n (BRK) and, ss 
8uch,-takea credit tor the predicted 1604 Ib ot loaded RCS propellant left 
overatter ascent/descent and mi8sion operations. It ia seen thet ET 
propellant recovery times up to 21 minutea are possible for eit~er impact 
sone.,vith a relatively small payload penalty. 
Figure '.5 summarizea the combinationa of ReS thrust option, burn time 
and 6 3EC0 velocity which reeult in an ET dispoaal in either Zone 1 or 
Zone 2. 
,.1.2 0-: ET Fluid Dynamics and ReS Operation 
.~Durlns conventional normal post MEeO flight operations, there is an 18 
second .stet! C08St period prior to ET separ"tion during which- aerodynam;.c 
drag," sloshing disturbances and surface tension forces allow the residual 
propellants in the ET to creep forward or be thrown into r?ntact with the 
upper. valla of the ET tank. 
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In order to transrer residual propellants rros the BT. it is necessary to 
e&tend the .. ted cosst period sDd provide a alnieu. positive acceleration or 
10-4g to keep the propellants settled againet the aft bul~.eads. This 
avoids vaporisation or liquid on the tank forward structure aDd peralts 
etricient dral.Ding froe thv tank outlet ports. For all ullage thrust optione. 
rigure ,.,. it is anticipated that at least two priaery thrusters would be_ 
used for approximately GO secoDds after KECO to limit sloshing excursions 
until they CaD be dissipeted bf natural daaping forces. 
rigure ,.6 depicts the possible probl .. ot ~ aft bulkhead rebouDd or 
"hang" resulting froe a sudden decrease ot KPS thrust at KECO. This could 
possibly propel the residual propellants forward againet the ware tank 
structure. As shown. the bulkhead structural response is sufficiently rapid 
{~6 HZ) aDd the ~S thrust tailoff eufficiently slow. that no appreciable 
forward velocity of the bulkhead can occur. 
rigure ,.7 and '.8 show that the RCS X thrust vector (10' pitch) is 
nearly aligned with the ET LOX and LH2 tank outlet centerlines (8' pitch). 
Alao the outlet bell or sump flares caD accommodate ReS thrust vectors oYer a 
range froe -1' to +17' pitch without geometry trapping of propellants. This 
range includes any RCS vectors resulting fro. combined operation of X aDd Z 
thrusters during steering. 
Inertial trapping is not a concern in the LOX tank because. after ullage 
vapor bre~s through the sump screen. liquid remaining in the tank can still 
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drain over the lip or the swop and catch up with the liquid eurrace in the 
drain line below. The only significant liquid trappigg in the LOX tank is by 
surtsce tenaion, which can be as low as 300 Ib at 10-'g. 
During mated coast, sloshing or lateral motion of propellant along the ~ 
art bulkhead can result from ssveral factors. rigure 3.6 shows· that the MPS 
thrust ve~tor just prior to MECO can vary as much as 4.5' trom the 10' RCS 
thrust vector applied shortl, thereafter. . Tbis would induca a pendulu. type 
oscillation of tbe propellant 8SSS about the RCS thrust vector, with a aaximua 
amplitude along the bulkhead of 16 inches. 
A second source ot slosb disturbance can arise from MPS tbrust structure 
rebound during .... in engine shutdown whicb induces s vehicle pitch rate of 
spproximately 0.3 deg/sec. Also, tailoff mismatch between the tbree muin 
engines can induce slosb disturbances. 
Another source of slosh disturbancs is tbe prs-MECO sloshing velocity dus 
to normal bunting in tbe Orbiter flight control slstea, caused mostly hi 
sUction in tbs SS.~ engine hydraulic actuators. 
the conclusion ie that normal sloshing disturbances Vil~ not interfere 
with ET tsnk draining or otherwise be a problem for propellant transfer. An 
ensine-out condition, however. during the last 20 seconds of ascent could 
interfere with complete scavenging since there would not be time for the 
resulting lergs slosb tranSients to dec~l prior to MECO. But the chance of ~n 
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'IGURE 3.8 LH2 TANK DRAINING 
engine-oat during the last ZO seconds of boost is v?ry remote (less than 1 per 
1000 flights) and would not materially affect the logistic advantages of 
propellant scavenging. 
Available Prop~llant Residuals 
The Shuttle mission assumed for this study V38 a BRM (Baseline Reference 
Mission) with a due aast launch from ETR and a full 65 Klb p~load (Orbiter 
(103 configuration). The current values of residual mass at ftECO (main engine 
cutoff) are shown grsphically in Figure 3.9. "Trapped residuals" are defined 
8a those existing above the main engine valves at lov-lev~l . Jtoft, which is 
the lowest point to which propellant can be drained and stU·. insure adequate 
BPSH (net positive suction head) at the SSftE engine pump inlets. On the LOX 
side. that level exista between the engine main LOX valve aad the pre-valve in 
the KPS (main propulsion system) plumbing of the Orbiter. On the LHZ Side, 
the low-level cutoff level is in the ET at the point where drawdown of the 
liquid surface permits first entry of ullage gas into the LHz outlet or 
siphon bell. Ot the BOO lbs of LHZ trapp4d in the ET, 160 Iba i8 in the 
8iphon and 640 lbs is inertially trapped in the tank bottom. 
The fuel bias of 1100 lbs is an extra amount of L~Z loaded in tbs ET to 
cause most ot the low-level cutoff cases to be LOX depletion. Therefore, most 
of the useable residual cases at low-level cutoff are !.liZ which is consumed 
at 1/6th the mass flovrate of LOX and therefore tends to minimize the average 
weight of residuals experienced over a number of flights. 
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The Jl'PR (flight performanee reser.·e) of 5550 Ibs (at 6:1 mixture ratio) 
18 provided to belp cover random variations in vehicle performance factors 
such as lsp, thrust, loaded propellant mass, atmospheriC draB, etc. In 
eoabination vith the fuel bias of 1100 Ibs, it provides a one-sided 3-sigDa 
probability (0.9967) tbat suffieient vehicle performance vill ba available to 
reach desired KECO velocity and altitude (barring engine or vehicle failure). 
Jl'igure 3.10 shovs the nominal residual mass available, as a function of 
unused cargo capacity, including advanced Shuttle versions using performance 
enhancement methods such 8S increased SSHE thrust and strap-on booster engines. 
Optimum Receiver Tank Size 
Jl'or a given Shuttle/SOC traffic model and payload manifesting schedule, 
there is an optimum family of propellant scavenging and topping tank sizes 
which minimizes program coats, taking into account factors such as manifesting 
sequenee, total numbar of Shuttle launches, tank dry veight and cost, tank 
changeout operations, SOC mixture ratio reqUirements, and ground turn~round 
-tiaes. Such an optimization depends strongly on the range of par load 
characteristics (size, density, etc.) and the traffic models aBsumed. 
A nearly optimum tank set could consist of as fev as 2 or 3 tanka. 
' .. waing tbat the LO.</LiI;! mixtur~ r"t!o desireu for SOC i.s roughly 6 :1, th 
folloving Bet of 3 tanks :2 sizes) might be a strong eandidate. 
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80 
2 each - 30 Klb capacity toroidal tanks, 9 ft long, OMS kit length, 
per Figure ,.11 
1 each - 50 KID capacity tandem tanks, LH2 cylinder and LOX 
spheroid, ~ 18 ft length, using shallow bulkheads, 
Pigure ,.12. 
Por a dedicated SOC oruiter, one 30 Klb tank might be installed 
se.i-p.raa~ent.y for baeic scavenging on all flights. 
If a 50 Klb capacity tandem tank is installed in addition to the single 
,~ Klb basic scavenging tank (total length 27 ttl all !lECO residuals at 
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noainal aizture ratios b.tween 5,1 nnd 10,1 can be accoaaodated :.t 2 si,ma 
probability) for cargo loads dovn to zero, corresponding to a DOainal K&CO 
re.idual of 71 Klb. 
A general atratel1 for ainimizing ground turnaround tiaa ""uld be tc. hooVd 
tbe baaic :50 1C1b scaveocill4 tank installed aglo.inst the art bulO:be':: of the 
cargo bay to leave the aost unobstructad cargo bay length for pB/loed.. Thia 
tank would De installed aea1-permanently because of difficulty of sakin& 
structural and plumbing connections in the crUll-ed quarters tllere. 
AsauaiOC that both LOI and L82 receiver tanks would te landed dry 
(whether or not they are launched dry), examinatIon of the orbiter C.G. 
envelope (Pigure 3.13) verifies that the basic 9 ft, 8c~venging ta~k (30 Klb 
capacity) should be located in mos< casea at the aft end of ths cargo ~/, but 
that_ny edditional receiver tank(s) should generally be mounted at the 
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forward eDd. Tbia still live8 au un1nterrupt~d lenatb in tbe ro .. inlna ear~o 
b~ and also sllovs tbe Ir.ateet opportunity ror locatina tbe otoer varloua 
payload. iaalde the C.C. envelope. In leneral. onlJ for li,ht p&]loads or 
Var.r den8e p&1lo&d8 would it b. r.a.ible to locate a .eeond tank at tbe art 
end. adJoln1na the baaic aC8venaina tank. 
E'1' Propellant Tranarar 
A read7 .ade eneru aource for tr .... f.ning propellallt r.taiduale to tJ.e 
Orbiter is provided by the ullaee pre.eure re •• lIl1"11 111 the E'1' arter HECO. 
Durl"11 a8cent boost, ullase Saa is aupplied to the E? by vaporised propellant 
teppod off or the 1118111 e"lline.. A pre.lure of approd:aately 20 pal& 111 the 
LOX tank and ,2 pala ill the LHZ tank ia provided to avoid cavitatioll of the 
.. 111 8"11ine turbopumpa duri"ll boo.t. 
LOX 'l'ransfer Proce.s 
Figure ,.14 depict8 the basic phello.ena involY8d ill tbe prealurhed 
tranarer of LOX froe the E'1' and HPS plumblng illto all Orbiter .oullted receiver 
tank after HECO. 
Prior to launch, the Orbiter receiver tank is prellurlsed with 8.bient 
te.perature G.~ or helium to approxiaately 17 p"ia, and alloved to vent 
duri"ll ascent (1II81nt.'ni"ll a p08tUn presaure relative to a.bie"t) ao that at 
HEC~ the tank pre •• ure II leI. thall 1 pala. Chllldovn of the receiver tank 
~nd Orbiter-.oullted transfer lill8 ia illi~iated after HEeO by a~.ltti"ll a lov 
.6S KU .FEI 
·NO ....... 
• 7.5 IN. OIA liNE 
17 L...-:,Wi;;;;;~::==:; il~~ ... ~.-_ CHlllOOWN 
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rlowrate or liquid throush the tar~ent1al .pr~ noaalea in the receiver tank, 
which e.tablishes a swirl pattern of 2-phese fluid with the liquid drop. 
driven repaatedly ageinat the wara ~Kll until vaporized. ~hen the tranafer 
line and tank vall are cooled to liquid te.perature, .-io tranarer rl~w or 
liquid at a. high rate i. initiated throush the main (axial) rill nozzle which 
aets up a co-axial a1xing and recirculation pattern in the tank and allow8 lhe 
relatival, cold entering liquid to condenae the ullage vapor as th .. tank 
rills. Because ot the high volumetric heat capacity of LOX, it ia not 
nec.asar" to vent the tank to limit ite pressure during chilldovn, unless it 
wae initially pressurized with a non-conden.ible gaa auch aa helium. In that 
case, venting during the first part or chilldown could be used to purge ant 
reaain1ng non-condensible. (GHZ condenae. in LOX and doe. not require 
purging). Figure ,.14 shows the transient pressure spike expected in the 
receiver tank toward the end at ch111dovn. 
A zero -8 gaging system for the receiver tank is desirable but not 
aandator", since transfer can be continued umtil either the ET and HP3 
plumbing is drained (as indicated by a bubble detector or phese detector in 
the transfer line) or until the fill limit pressure of 28 pea ia ,'eached, 
which indicates that the filling should be stopped whether transfer is 
coaplete or not. 
A 98% residual recover" efficiency waa assumed for presaurized transfer 
to allow for early cutoff of flow as the Kvailable Ap asymptotically 
approaches zero. With pcmp-assisted transfer, the total trapped reaidual c~n 
be as low as ,00 Ib out of 65 K lb, which ie equivalent to a recover" 
efficiency of 99.5%. Figure ,.15 shows the limiting conditions for 98% 
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etticient pressurized transfer at various LOX MEeO reaidual weights. Baaed on 
a ~ tt tranafer lina le",th with 5 elbov tHUne, the aini ..... required 
transter line aise incrsaeea rapidly tro. a 2 inch dia (for only cryopumping 
troa the the lIPS pluabi",) to 5.5 inch dia as the initial leve! in the ET 
teedline Cat MEeO) increases and the LOX ~"&tine alao increases. 
A study ot spece constraints and plumbing routing in the lIPS eneine 
coapertaent and at the Orbiter cargo bay aft bulkhead (1. • 1~7), shoved that 
the line aize limit tor easy installation vaa approximately a 4 inch dia. 
~hia sise line vould not permit pressurised transfer of the ,-aigma LOX 
residuala (~ll,ooo Ibs) expected tor basic acavenei", with. fUll 65 K Ib 
Orbiter csrgo. It ia pbysically possible but very difficult to inatall tha 
'.5 inch dia transfer line required tor the vorse-ca8e (65 K lb) KECO LOX 
residual expected with zero cargo. If vernier RCS engines are not added to 
allov a lov (10-4 g) aettling thrust, ET ullage decay would be subatantially 
increased and require an even larger transfer line size. 'or this reasoD, a 
atudy was .. de of booat puaps a8 a •• ana of reducine line size requireaenta. 
Pigure '.16 ahovs tvo tamilies of line sizes (for 7 minute and 20 minute 
tranafer tiaes) superimposed on the pressurized transfer boundary of 'igure 
'-15. It a standard (10 KV, '750 RP!) Centaur LOX boost pump is used, it 
would perait 65 K Ib transfer in 20 minutes with only a 2.5 inch dia line. 
This puap is capable of handling the 2-phase flov expected at ita inlet during 
transter. 'or a 7 minute transfer of 65 K lb. the line size requirement i8 
still a reasonable 5 inch dia, but the Centaur pump must be operated at a 
highe .. speed (6000 RPM) and sOlie cha",es may be reqUired in impeller design. 
The electric pover available for scavensi", is estimated to be at least 15 KW 
for mature Orbiter configurations. 
~ Transfer Process 
As shown in Figure ,.17, the basic fluid tranafer phenomena involved in 
scave",i", the ET LH2 tank is similar to that described for ~he LOX tank. 
The operationa tor LH2 transfer are similar to those described for LOX 
except thst prechi11ing of the LH2 receiver tank on the ground is 
recommended. The chief reason is that tbe lover volumetric beat capacity of 
LH2 would require venting of 2 or , tank volumes of boil off vapor to 
achidve chilldown vith a tank limit pressure of ,0 psia. To vdnt tbis much 
vapor after MEeO in a ahort period of time (2-' m"nutes) vould require vent 
line (and vent valve) aizes on the order of 6 inches (dia.), vhicb would 
!apose a considerable weight penalty and be difficult to install. 
As shown in Figure ,.17 much more ullage pressure is available in the 
LH tank tor scavenging propellant than in the LOX tanka :'2 psi a va 20 
psia), and the decay rate after MECO io slover. The maximum expected Ld2 
residual ot l' K Ib (at cero cargo) can be transferred in 20 minutes Without 
-puap assiat through a transfer line approximately 4 inches in die, vhich is 
considered a reasonable 81se tor installation. 
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'igure '.18 shows the .tCact oC pump a.slet on re,uired LK2 tran.far 
11na dla. Tvo ta.1l1 •• of pump curves are Ihown, on. for 7 ainut. trlnater 
and cna for 20 minute transfer. At the high.r flowrat •• aeeociated witb abort 
tranar.r tiee and large r.sidual .als, tb. ben.Cit oC puap aa.iat in reducing 
Une a1&., (even .t 10 KV). i. veri .inor. Thia ia because or til. hilb 
volum.trlc Clowrates and the reaulting low pwap 6p'a, and because or the 
aubetanUal driving preaaure alraady provid.d by tb. E'l' ull.,.. 
Tranatar Syat .. Contiguration and Inrtallation 
Th. acav.nging proc.as and eyste. trad.s tbat w.re p.rtoraed concluded 
that pwap-ass1eted tr .... C.r is the opU."" .. tbod ot E'I' LOX transfer, and 
unaasiated pr •• auri.ed transrer ie racommended tor LH2 tra .. ter. 
Tbe scavenging ayatea contiguration then i8 bfta1cally as abown 
acbe.atically in 'igures }.14 and }.17, with redundant valving and 
inatruaentation added where appropriate. 'ilure ,.19 pre •• nta LOX .cavenging 
.yate. w.ilht aa a CUnction or transter Clowrata. 
Integration or the scavenging syste. into the overall KPS sy.te. is ahown 
scbematically in 'igure '.20. The prererred pointe for tapping off 
propellants (through the trsnerer line) to the receiver tanka ie the rorvard 
Bide or the 17-inch dia. LOX and LH2 aaniColde, Just downstreaa oC the E~ 
disconnects. This provi~e8 tho colde.t propellants early in the transrer and 
the beet erriciency of cryopumping from the KPS plumbiDi. Figure ,.21 shows a 
perepoctive view or the proposed trsnsfer line installation. 
Receiver Tank Design 
The objective of this ta.k was to identify a representative family ot 
orbiter-mountod receiver tank de.igns and plumbine concepta Cor the propellant 
Bcaveneing and tanker scenarios of Figure ,.2. A secondary objective WMS to 
assess the iapact ot such hardware and plumbine changes on the exiatine 
Orbiter propulaton syste.. This conceptual de.iln effort was done within the 
luidelines or u.ine baSic tank configuration., providine LOX and LH2 
propellant capacities at a ratio oC 6.1, and ainiaiaing red •• ign or the 
Orbiter KPS pluabing. The receiver tank concepts investigated are illustrated 
OD rll. ,.22 
A conv.ntlo~al tank concept, .hovs a tvo tank conflluratlon vi~hin ita 
own aupport er~dle, which can be plaeed into the orbiter bay and attachad to 
botb longeron and keel fittings. This tank coabination utilise. standard 
eylindrical tanks ei&ed for LOX and LH2 at a 6.1 ratio. Conn.ctine aupply 
linea, vent Ilnea and •• rvice connections all pasa tbroush .siating panels in 
the art cargo bay bulkhead ('igura ,.11). Tank di.ensiona. volumes, fuel 
eapacity, .et and dry tank weight plua structural support weights are 
auaaari.ed in Table '-4 for the ecaveneing tank configuration considered in 
-th1e study. 
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The three-tank propellant sc~venging configuration is similar to the 
tw~tank concept except that the LH2 is received in two identical tanks, 
with the remaining tank being used for LOX. This configuration has more f~el 
atorage capacity but alao more scar weight from increased structure, linea, 
valves and associated connections. Propellant transfer from the ~f to the 
receher tanks on the orbiter would be similar for either ths two or 
three-tank concepts. An OKS payload bay tank kit as presently configured was 
considered as a possible candidate. Thia arrangement would have Six tanks 
allocated for LH2 and three for LOX. Total volume capacity is ye~ low for 
thia concept snd was therafore discarded. 
The torus and ring tank concepta represent the moat promising candidates 
tor providing a high tank volume within a short length of the Orbiter payload 
bay. The torus tank configuration i. a 170-incn O.D. torus vith an elliptical 
crosB-section. The inner cylindrical tank located within the torus was sized 
to etore the LOX propellant at a 6:1 ma.e ratio. THe LHl capacity for this 
configuration ia approximately }46l Ibe, and the LOX capacity 21141 lba. The 
ring tank configuration is .imilar to the torus concept except that both the 
LOX and LH2 tanks were configured with relatively flat bulkheads for maximum 
utilization of cargo bay space. Since each tank would be used as a pressure 
veasel, ring stiffensrs would be added at the cylindrical ends to eliminate 
tank detonoation when loaded. Total propellant capacity tor thie arrangement 
would be approximately ,2000 lbs at a 6:1 mass ratio. The plumbing 
connectiona would be nearly identical to'thoae mentioned before except that 
all supply and vent lines would be routed around the tanks below the cargo bay 
liner. All tank configuratiOns mentioned aboye would be insulated with 1 to 
, inches of foam and/or MLl blankets to ainimize boiloft prior to transfer of 
ita content. to SOC. 
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!1, taut. attached to the Orbiter vinga were considered ae poaaib1e 
contaiD"rB tor tbe LHZ UI4 LOX propellant ecavenged tro. the I'r. Tbe Up 
tanka have a coabined Y01U1letric capacity or 524 rt3 (2325 1ba) tor LH2 
and 186.4 cubio tt ~ 1'980 Iba) for LOX. Overall tip tank di .. nsiona are 
,20.0 in. loae .~~ ~O.5 in. diameter. Supply line. would be routed through 
the wing atruc~. -'J -.0 disconnect valve. located at tba wins/tw interface, 
with tank vent line. located near the trai1iae tip ot ea~h wing tank pOd., 
Thi. configuration bea the option of being retained or jettisoned during 
re-entr,r. Tank pod insulation for this concept would be det.rained by djll81lic 
and theraal requireaents duriae laUDCh and return tlight. 
1 bel17 tank cODCept waa configured with an overall length at 
585.0 inchea, a width or 168 inches and a depth of 24 inches. LH2 capacity 
tor this tank cluster ia 659.7 ft3 (2929.3 Ibs) and L02 capacity ~8 
247.4 tt' (17615.5 Ibs). 111 supply lines wo~ld be routed below the cargo 
beT to appropriate connections at the orbiter/tank pod interrace. Because of 
insulation probleaa that would exiat during booat and re-.~tr,r, thia concept 
doe. not appear to be a viable option. 
Propellant cells supported within the atructure of the Orbiter viae 
panela and amall tanka in the forward aection of the ving glove were 
coneidered aa receiver tanka. The structure of the wiae aa deSigned doea not 
permit cella or large volume either in the wing area chosen, or in the glov. 
s.ction. SiDee the tank anJ plumbing veighta are ver,r high tor the propellent 
capacity afforded, thiJ configuration waa not investigated further. Redeaig.l 
at the orbiter wing aa a wet configuration may be an option worth evaluatiae 
in further atudies. 
Figure 3.23 ehows an Orbiter eq~ipped with both a scavenging tank and an 
intermediate aize payload-topping tank. Th. latter consists of conventional 
LOX and 1H2 tanks suspended within a shell structure, 88 commonly used for 
OTV deeigna. Maximum capacity for thiB configuration, excluding the 
eeavengius tanka ahown in the aft end of the cargo bey, ia 34,866 pounds at a 
6:1 aaBa ratio. 
?igure ,.24 shove an Orbiter equipped as a dedicated r.tueliUS tanker, 
using the .... arrange.ent a. in Figure ,.23, but with a larger (48,3'8 Ib 
capacity) resupply or payload tank of conv.ntional OTV design. 110ng with the 
ecavenging tank, this configuration occupies 39 rt of cargo hay and can 
provide a total capacity or approximatoly 80,000 lb. 
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'rbe ent11"8 a.aeably ot t.Dk .tructure. till and vent Unea would all be 
oo~ered vi tb IILI to II1I11111.e beat leaka and boil-ott. 
'fbe f1t'f t1Jl8 tanka ot rigures ,.2' and ,.24 are a baaeUne reference 
deelgn but are not nece.eerl1y opti.ua for Shuttle operatlona. ,It nearly flat 
bulkbeacla are used. a coabinetion J>Sl'1oad topping and acav"nging teDk of 
60.000 lb capacit,. could be aade with a length as abort as 20 1'\:. 
'.1.8 OperatiDS Procedures and Crew Conaiderationa 
Aa currentl,. envisioned, moat of the monitoring and control functions 
involved in ET scavenging would be automated bl' special circuitr:r. with 
capabillt,. provid~d for monitoring and override/backup control b7 at least one 
crew member. Sequence interlocks and audible/visible red line warnings wuuld 
be provided for temperature, pressures, flov rates and 2-phase 
characteristics. Sharing of etandard Orbiter computer hardware and CaT 
d1apl.,. ... ,. be feasible. As shown in Figure 3.25. it has been detanain .. d 
t~t control panel apece la available for monltor and control functions. 
r-'rther. this area (paMl R-ll) 1& Within the reach anyelope of the aiesion 
specialist from bis seated poeition at KECO. Thus, crew participation in 
aupervising the transfer process appears possible. Additional stud,. is 
required to determine the crew responae capabilities from boost environment to 
&ero-g. Hovever, fighter pilots frequently perform in this type of dynamic 
enVironment, 80 active crew participation in tbe ecavengins process appears 
feasible. 
~abl. '-5 presents a simplified scavenging aequence for tne vorst case of 
transferring maximum residuals in a abort (8 minute) coast period. As shown, 
ET transfer is terminated when excessive bubble content i8 d6tected (by 
optical or capacitance type sensors) in the transfer line. 
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ISSUE 
LINE INTEGRITY 
MPS INTEGRITY 
VALVE HALFUNCTION 
02 AND H: LEAKAGE 
SAFEING FOR REENTRY 
ET IMPACT 
MECO CHANGE 
RCS MODIFICATIONS 
CREW OPERATIONS 
ORBITER ENGINE OUT 
LO: AND LH, ABORT 
DUHP! NG 
ORIGlr~!''Lt F ;.C;~ t3 
OF PC')R <:!Uf,Xi'Y 
Table }.6 Safety Considerationa 
COME!'TS 
qUALIFY TO MPS ?LU~8ING ~EQUIREMENTS 
MULTIPLE ISOLATION VALVES 
REDUf:OANT VALV I NG 
GN. PURGE ON TijE PAD; HINI~L HAZA,O IN SP~CE 
VENT SYSTEM TO SPACE. PRESSURIZE TO 16 psia 
\11TH INE~T GAS 
ACCEPTABLE IHPACT ZONES ARE ACHIEVABLE 
LESS THAN ONE-SECOND CHANGE ~E~UIREO 
WITHIN THE COMPLEXITY LEVEL OF CURR£~T SYSTEI' 
MINIMAL ACTION REQUIRED BEFORE MECO 
SHUTTLE EIO TOLERANCE INCREASE~ WI,H "DRY LA:';NC,",'~ 
CO~CEPT 
NONE RE'lUIREO WITH "DRY LAUNCH" CO~CEPT 
,.1.B Safety Con~iderations 
A study of the safety issues involved in scavenging ~ pro~ellants vaa 
conducted 1n cooperation ¥ith the Orbiter Safety Group a~ the Rockwe!l·s 
Downey facility. The prinoipal safety-related factors are summarized in 
Table 3.6. In general, no serious 3afety concerns were identified. The 
required recovery systeo hardware is within the complexity levels of current 
Shuttle hardware and can be designed and qualified to the same standards. E~ 
iapacts can be contrnlled to acceptable impact zones. ao safety-related 
changes are required in the ascent profile (MEeO changes are les8 tnan one 
S8COnd). The Shuttle engine-out tolerance can eVPD be increased with 
dry-launch propellant recovery concepts, since keeping all unused propellants 
in the ET until after MECO makes them available for engine-out situations. If 
DO eugine-out occurs, these propellants can then be safely transferred to the 
receiver tanks in the orbi tar. This further eliminates the need for rapid 
-propellant dump capability in the event of an abort during boost, which would 
otherwise be required for propellants carried in the orbiter bay_ 
'-25 
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Conceivably, a requirement for early re-entry and d~ping of propellants 
could arise after trr.nsf'8r of propellants to the Orbiter, even though a stable 
orbit is achieved. In most cases, at least ODe orbit would be available for 
dumping through the nominal 2 inch dis-vent lin.s of the scavenging tanks 
and/or the fill/drain lines of the MPS. Ignition of oxygen and btdrogen 
vapors outside the Orbiter co~ld not occur since the lov pressure of space 
would not suprort combustion. In the event that r8-entry is suddenly required 
due to an egergeney such as rapid loss of cabin pressure, rapid dumping of 
scavenged propellants could be accomplished thlough the main engines by 
opening the scavenging transfer line valves, the engine prevslvea and engine 
main valves. Preferably part of the LOX wculd be dumped firRt, then all of 
the LH2, then the rem.inder of LOX. Thi. would load the LOX p~mps with 
liquid .nd help to prevent overspeed when dumping Ll!2 through the turbine 
drives. 
Vapor pressure of the scavenged propellants should be ad.qu~te for 
s'!lf-pres9urized dumping to sps!'!e; however, enlargement of the MPS helium 
inerting gas supply may be required to provide additional pressurization and 
prevent negative tank pressures rluring re-entry. 
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4.0 FLIGHT SUPPORT P!CILITr 
An iaportant ~l ••• nt of the Space Ope ratione Center (SOC) i. ite ability 
to provide a.rvicing operatio .. in lov eerth orbit. The eervicing opera~ions 
Cover a .peotrua of in-.pace support activitiee .uch ae rerueling. repairing 
and ftaintaining fr.e flyers and coorbiting eatellit.s. In addition. the SOC 
cen support .ajor 8esembly and deployment oC large sp.cecraft vith eYRntual 
launch to their operational orbits. Th. cost eff"ctiven.ee of ths SOC-baaed 
•• rvicing oparations rel.tiv. to ground and o~h.r epace-ba.ed earvicing 
.y.te •• vas the principal objective of thi. ta.t. A compari.on of the 
rel.tiy. co.t. of parforaing flight .upport eervicee by various .ethod. i. 
pre •• nt.d .long vith an upd.t.d conc.pt of the Flight Support F.ci11ty which 
1 •• n •••• nti.l proyi.ion of the SOC aervicins capability. 
!he objective of thie ta.k we8 to compare the epacecraft •• ryicing 
oparations whether performed fro. the SOC, or from the orbiter, or on the 
Sround. Three .p.cecraft repre.enting many of the va rio ... anticipatad 
.ervicing operation. verB sel~cted. Th. spacecraft conei.ted of a apace baaed 
orv, a sround baaod OTV, a large deployable communications .atellita, and a 
apace proceaeing facilit~ as ahown in Figure 4.1. Each ona vaa analysed to 
dateraine the eorvicing functions th.t are to be performed at 1ta particular 
•• rvlcing regioD. i.e •• at the SOC, from the orbiter, or on the ground. This 
analysis determined the unique equipnent required for each eervicing 
operation. the numb~r of' mAn-hours required to perform the serVicing, and the 
nWllber of' erev required for ~ach servicing function. Cost 8atlIU.tea of' the 
unique eqUipment id.ntified for each .ervicins operation vere mad.. Co.t 
estimates of the .an-hou~n reQuir&a were aleo prepared. Figure 4.2 lists 
these comparison item~. The prinCipal eVAluator 1e the coat dollars 
associated with e~ch operation. Ope~ation8 at the SOC are conftid~red to be 
the leaet co~tly when coneidering the expectod nunber of aervice m1aaions 
vhich wae baaed on a medium mission model froa 1990 to 2000. Th. labor and 
orbiter flight eo.t. ar. incurred for each servicing &1eeion, wherea. the 
equipment coste reflect the coet of a theoretical firet unit (TFU) for each 
piec. of equipment. !h. number of crov required to perform the comparabl. 
eervicing function. are approximately the e.... Each SOC cr.w member, 
however, may ba required to be proficient ill more .kills than •• ch .... bar on 
the ground. However. the design of these spacecraft to be .erviced in apace 
.hould minimi.e the ekill. required to perform th. epace operation.. rhi. may 
be accomplished by increae.d automation ill checkout procedurea alld applying, 
vhere moet adyantas.oue, the re.oval and replac ••• llt of faulty i'.48 with 
d.tailed repair p.rformed on tb. sround. 
Commonallt7 of aub.y.tems and in.tallation deeisn. ainimi.e tha .. ount of 
unique .quipment required for .ervicing at the SOC. The realisation of thi. 
goal require. the •• tabli.heent of appropriate de.i8ft crit.ria that vould ba 
tapo.ed on all epacecr.ft requeeting epace .ervicing at the SOC. 
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4.1 SBRVICIKO OPERATIOBS 
the principle characteristics of the thrse user spacecraft .elected for 
the aervicing analyaie follows. The OTV. ia a cryoganic etag. wbich may us. a 
aonopropellant or a bipropellant for its RCS. It aleo utili.e. h.liua and 
OK for pneuaatic valve actuation. pra •• urisation and purge sy.t.as. This 
.p.ctrua of fluid •• u.t be suppli~d through the SOC Flight Support Facility 
and, cona.quantly dictat.d the requirsd provisiona for fluid reloading 
operatio .... 
the COIOlS.\T. 18 a ... laUvely large .. t.llite that r.qui .... extenaive 
deplo;ya.nt and ch.ckout operationa and final aating to an OTV. Th. sp'. ia a 
.mall.r satellite and its servicing requirements consist asinl;y of m.terials 
module exchange operation. during frequent ... viai ta to the SOC or to the 
Orbiter. Both of thess satellites uti liz. hydrazine as the ReS propellant. 
Modular packaged sUbsyate.s concept ia utilizsd for all .pac ••• rviced 
epacecraft. 
Six turnaround s.rvicing .c .... rioa ve... id.ntifi.d for the th ... e ua.r 
apacecraft as shown in Figure 4.1. The analysie of th ..... rvicing .ce ... rios 
gensrat.d t~. data u.sd for the co.peri.on task. 
The .ix servicing .c .... rios vere .xaain.d in teras of the .. jor 
activities thst co.pris •• sch sarvicing .csnario and the .quipaent and 
proVision. that are required to perfora Bach .ervicing activity v.re 
identifisd. An updated preliminary arr&l1l:allsnt ot the SOC Flight Support 
Facility, Fi~re 4.}., vas d.veloped. Th ... jor activi~i.a that constitute 
each of the six servicing scenarios are depicted in Figured 4.4 .hrough 4.9. 
Each ot the depicted servicing ecanarios presents a complete aequence of 
activities vhila. at ths saaa tille. taking into consid.ration the interaction. 
betwesn the Beenario.. Th. OTV ground .ervicing ecenario (Figura 4.4) 
includes return of the orv fro. orbit and it. ground turnaround operations to 
the point of another launch into orbit. It does not include ths OTV launch 
a.quenc. or its in-.pace operationa. Hov.ver. a ground-baa.d orv launch 
aequence vas inoluded in Figure 4.6 aa part of the COHMSAT orbitsr servicing 
scenario frOB tb. orbit.r. In Figure 4.17. an initial launch of a .pace-bas.d 
OTV vas included aa pert of tb~ COMIISAT SOC nrvicing scsnario. The 
actin tie. ot a tnlcal in-apace turnaround aenicing ot ~D-~-~~·-!.:-!:!~~~t __ ",-tl ___ 
in 'igure 4.5. __ . ------ -.---
Bo:~ SPF s.~:!Ug scenarios a •• uaod the .aae initial activiti •• whan the 
~t is first launcbed. i •••• appendago deployment and overall checkout vill be 
accompliehed on board the orbiter. Typical servicing. cOllllenced on tho first 
revisit operation. The .ervicins operations ot the COMIISAT frOB tbe SOC ar't 
depicted in Figure. 4.10 through 4.12. The •• rvicins op.rations of the SP' 
fro. the orbiter are illu.trat.d in Figure 4.13. 
Tbe servicing analy.i. deterainod the support equipment tbat i. required 
to perform the activit7 end identifiod tho extent of crew involvemont. EVA and 
IVA. Tbe lIIpacts of tbe particular activity on tbe SOC. the .pacecraft being 
.erviced. and the shuttle if it had a role in that servicing activity va. al.o 
identified. 
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"ost or ths support equipment and provisions that arrect the ground 
racilities, the orbiter and the SOC are not unique to the particular scenarios 
but are cOIDIIOn uaage itame. However, there ara SOlie unique provi8ions that 
are peculiar to • particular scenario and are the cDIT onee that are 
considered in the costing exerci8e described later. 
In geDeral, time11nes were developed ~ examining and e8tiaating time; 
ror each nuabered function or step described previously in the bloc~ rlow 
diagram scenario Figures 4.4 to 4.9. At the same tille, estimates or craw aioe 
vere prepared for each step to dete~ne man-bourse When inconsistencies or 
other problema in logic were uncovered aa a result or such analTaes, some 
minor changes were made in the eequences. Where appropriate, referencee to 
eources or data or similarities to orbiter operations were noted in cOmDente 
on tables of time and manpower requirements estimations. 
This contract study work benefited from previous and concurrent IRID 
studies by Rockwell in the areas of space cODstruction human factors and apace 
serviCing, and from other contractor studies relating to satellite servicing 
and aanned OTV servicing. 
The major assumptions relating to time lines and manpower estimations are 
listed in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, referring respectively to the OTV, 
communication satellite, and spsce processing facility checkout. PAny of 
these assumptions are similar for both the SOC end non-SOC options studied, so 
a two-column check-off format on the right side of the table vas employed to 
shov the variations. A conscious attempt vas made, during the time lines and 
man-hours analyses, to divide the servicing operations into functions titled 
as shown previously by the block flov diagrams. 
Estimates vers made of the man-hours required to perform the servicing 
functions for each of the three candidate spacecraft, and are compared within 
their respective servicing areas; at the SOC, or from the orbiter, or on the 
ground. 
In saneral, EVA vas not an assumed mode ot normal operation. However, it 
ia assumed that EVA is an scceptable backup mode vhenever the RMS is 
inoperative or inappropriate because ot limited access or special, untoreseen, 
or low-frequency situations that could be performed safely by EVA operations. 
At the preliminary level of analysiS pe~rormed on these specific examples, no 
such contingencies vere identified. 
. " 
-. 
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fABLE 4.1 ASSUIIP'l'IOBS FOR TlIlE!.INE/IIAII-HOURS ESTLJlATIOB - OTV 
. . 
• OTV DESIGNED FOR GROUND SER\'ICING USING ST!'.~~qO, MI~IM~~ 
WEIGHT & VOLUME CONCEPTS FOR SP~tECRAFT SY~7E~S 
-
• OTV TURNAROU!lO DOES NOT PACE TOTAL OReIH~ ':'~RNI.~OUND ilME OF 
TWO WEEKS (DESIGN IS NOT OPTIMIZED TO ~INI~IZE GROu~O OPER-
ATING TIME) 
• ONLY ACTUAL WO,K TIHE INCLUDED IN ESTI~TES ·SLEEP. MELLS, AND 
PEP.SONAL TIME ,jOT INCLUDED) 
• VARIABLE CREW SIZE-CHARGED TO OPlRATION I.! ';£[DEO TO ESTIKl.TE 
HAN-HOURS 
• SOH[ POTENTIAL LEARNING IS NOT ACCOUNTED FO;: 
- CITE TEST NOT NECESSARY AFTER EXPERIE~~E: GLINEj ON 
ONE OR TWO FLIGHTS 
- REPAIR ACTIVITIES COULD BE FEWER AFTER 1~,rIAL 
FLIGHTS (BURN-IN) 
- IMPROVED CREII PROCEDURES ANO TOOLS FRCH REHTlTIVE 
EXPERIENCE COULD SHORTEN TIME 
• TYPICAL TRANSPORT/HANDLING EQUIP. & TRAVEL DISTANCES ASSUMED 
• OTV DESIGNED FOR EASY ACCESS BY RMS WITH APPROPRIATE TOOL 
END EFFECTOR 
• FAILURE RATES FOR UNSCHEDULED HAINT. :ASED ON MATURE DESIGN 
- 30-~0 FAILURES/IOOO HR OPERATION (REF. SKYLAB) 
- MISSION TIME, LEO TO GEO , RETURN-'O HR HAXIMUM 
• REPAIRS PRIMARILY BY RHS REMOVAL/REPLACEMENT 
• RHS TIMES ESTIMATED BY SIMILARITY TO GROUND SIMULATIONS 
- SPAR-ELECTRONIC SCENE GENERATIONS 
- NASA MDF-MECHANICAL ARM SIMULATIONS 
- • BUILT-IN OTV AUTO TEST FOR SIMPLIFIED FAULT DETECTION AND 
ISOLATION 
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TABLE 4.2 ASSUMPTIONS FOR TIMELINE/MAB-HOURS ESTI~.ATIOI 
COSkUNICATIOIS SATELLITE 
.. _ .. -..----..,....,.---. 
CHECKOUT/HAT( 
IOITH WITH 
SOC PRBITER 
• COIIII SAT DESIGNED WITH B"ILT-IN AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPI1ENT 
- APPLICABLE TO SOC CHEC~O~T 
- APPLICABLE TO ORBITER C~ECKO~T 
• CO~11 SAT INCORPORATES RHS GRAPPLE FIXTURES AND BERTHING 
PORT INTERFI.CE 
- COI1PATIBLE WITH OTV H ... TING 
- COMPATIBLE WITH SOC OPE~ATlOljS 
- COI1PATIBLE WITH ORBITER OPERATIONS 
~ 
~ 
• COHH SAT TO SE DEPLOYEO AT sec BEFORE HATING TO OTV AND ~ 
ALIGNMENT ChECKED PRIOR TC FLIGHT TO GEO 
• CO~~ SAT IS DELIVERED TC sec FULLY FUELED AND SUPPLIED WiTH ~ 
ALL GAS AND ChARGED BATTERIES R~QUIRED AT GEO 
• ONLY ACTUAL WO~K TIHE INCLUDED. IN E>'IM~,t; (SLEEP, I1EALS, 
AND PERSONAL TlI1E NOT I ~CL U DE 0 \ 
• VARIABLE CREW SIZE--CHARGfJ 10 0PERhTION AS NEEDED TO 
ESTIHATE HAN-HOURS 
• COIVI SAT TO BE -DEPLOYED AT LEO ANO HArED TO OTV BY ORBITER 
USING HPA ASSISTANCE; ALIGH~ENT TO BE CHErrED PRI~ TO 
FLIGHT TO CEO 
• COHH SAT IS DELIVERED TO LEO AND PA~KED UNDER ,'S OWN 
CONTROL UNTIL OTV DElIVE~E~ C~ SEOND SHUTTLE FLIGHT 
• COHH SAT IS DELIVERED TO LEO FULLY FurLED AND SUPPliED 
WITH ALL GAS AND CHARGED BATTERIES Rq.IRED AT GEO AND 
LEO WAIT PERIOD 
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'ABLE 4.' ASSUMPTIONS FOR TIMELl~ES/MAB-HOURS ESTIMATIOU 
SPACE PROCESSING FACILITY 
• SPF SATELLITE DESIGNED WITH BUILT-IN AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIP. 
- APPLICABLE TO SOC CHECKOUT 
- APPLICABLE TO ORBITER CHECKOUT 
• SPF PROVIDED WITH GRAPPLE FIXTURE AND ATTACH PORT ON SIDE, 
COMPATIBLE WITH S~C RMS AND CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE 
• SPF PROVIDED WITH GRAPPLE FIXTURE AND HPA ATTACH PORT ON 
SIDE, COMPATIBLE WITH ORBITER RMS AND ASE 
-
• SPF IS RESUPPLIED WITH FLUIDS & GASES AT TIME OF CMANGEOUT/ 
RESUPPLY OF PRODUCT/RAW MATERIALS 
• ONLY ACTUAL WORK TIME INCLUDED IN ESTIMATES (SLEEP. HEALS, 
AND PERSONAL TI~E NOT INCLUDED) 
• VARIABLE CREW SIZE--CHARGED TO OPERATED AS NEEDED TO 
ESTIMATE HAN-HOURS 
• FAILURE RATES FOR UNSCHED. MAINTENANCE BASED ON MATURE 
DESIGN 
- 30-40 FAILURES/IOOO HR OPERATION (REF. SKYLAB) 
• SPF LRU'S DESIGNED FOR EASY ACCESS BY RHS WITH APPROPRIATE 
TOOL END EFFECTOR 
• REPAIR PRIMARILY BY RHS REMOVAL/REPLACEMENT 
CHECKOUTI 
TURNAROUND 
AT AT 
SOC ORB ITEJ< 
,-
" 
• RHS TIHES ESTIMATED BY SIHILAklTY TO GROUND SIMULATIONS 
- SPAR--ELECTRONIC SCENE GENERATIONS 
,f I 
• 
- NASA HDF--HECHANICAL ARM SIHULATIONS I 
I 
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Tiae estimates were performed by separe.tely considering each functional 
atep in the scenarios outlines. For the most part it vaa aaauae~ that all 
functions are parformed serially. Ilotable exceptions were the ground 
tllrnaroun~ scheduJed and unscheduled maintenance operations for the fYI!'i. 
These vere considered to be conducted partially in parallel. 
-For each scenario, a tabulation vas prepared in the example format shown in 
Table 4.4. Prom thess summary estimates, timellne bar charts vere prepared as 
indicated in Figure 4.14. (The complete set of till8line analysee charts 
appears in Appendix C.) The total elapsed time, man-hours and crev sizes for 
all scenarios arc summarized as shown in Table 4.5. 
Aa a pert of the comparieon of ground and space turnaround of the fYI!'i, 
Figure 4.15 and Table 4.6 were prepared. The figure illustrates, by dotted 
ehading, thoee time periods which ariee only because of the ground location 
eituation and the direct interaction with the orbiter turnaround activity. 
That is, such ti.s-conauming activities would not be required at the SOC. 
Slantrd-line shading highlights the sferementioned scheduled ~d unscheduled 
.. pair timee which occur in parallal. For initial purposee of this study, it 
~as assumed thst the elapsed time for OTV repaira (Circa 1990 time peri~) 
could be aa much as, but no more than, that allocated to the orbiter in the 
STAR 20 timeline document. [Figure 4.16 shows the OTV timeline elements in 
shaded bars superimposed on the STAR 20 (baseline) timeline chart.] 
Obviously, unscheduled repair activity needs much more detailed study to 
establish a more accurate time and man-hours data base. In fact, unscheduled 
lOaintenance (repair) is apparently a key factor in overall time estimates of 
serviCing and checkout. To a high degree, these time elements are determined 
by the estimated number of failures and the average time to accomplish repair 
of each such failure. To date, NASA has had little exparience in failure 
rates, type of failures, or time required to make repairs on a mature vehicle. 
which vas specifically designed to facilitate turnaround in space or on the 
ground. Except for the STS-2 Orbiter, sll space vehicles to date have been in 
first-flight condition, with a rsasonable likelihood of hav!.n& some undetected 
man11facturit18 discrepancies. ~he most relevant experience at this time 1s the 
Skylab vehicle, which had three different visita by astronaut crews, yith Bome 
activities akin to reactivation and extended oparations during each visit. As 
expected, there vere fewer failures (and repairs) per unit time during each 
viait (Figure 4.17). The last visit experienced approximately }O failures per 
1000 hours (as deduced from a count of "unacheduled" maintenance events). 
This rate was much less thsn the rate of 11' failures pe~ 1000 hours during 
the first visit. At the other extreme are military sircraft, which are 
designed on the basis of multiple flight. and average rates of failure per 
flight, requiring ready sccess to modular equipaent doaigns having fairly well 
known average man-hours per repair. The analyses for this study assumed the 
Skylsb failure rate as a "going-in" estimate for analysis. However, the time 
allocation for checkout operations vas a.sumed to be closely similar to the 
aircraft pl\l1080plv and ezperiencs. • . 
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TABLE 4.5 CHECKOUT/SERVICING MAN-HOURS SUMMARY 
f-
f-
NO. ClEW 
ELAPSlO 
LOCATlC'" TIM! MAN-HOUtS ..... GE AVO 
OIV-GlOUNO 140.0 4!lO.0 3 -6 4.3 
OrY-SOC 57.3 193.7 3 -5 3 •• 
COMM SAT -ooam. 50.' 164.' 2-4 U 
COMM SAT-SOC 61.0 
." .. 2-5 2.6 
SPACE PloctsSING..()IlITEI 27.5 
'''.0 2-4 3.5 
SPACE PlOC(SSING .. SCC 2 ... lID •• 3 -4 3.S 
--
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FIGURE 4.17 SKILAB IN-ORBIT FAILURE RATES 
At th1s pre11m1nar,r stage of ana17ois, the elapsed ti.e and man-hours 
comparisona must bs considered 88 ver,r rough appro>:ima tions, ssrving primari17 
for comparisona of relative magnitudes. Aa noted in Tsble 4.5 ths estimated 
aan-houra for aervicing the COMMSAT, which in thia case consiats of the 
deploraent, checkout, and mat1ng to an OTV, 1nd1cates on17 alight d1fferencea 
between eervic1ng from the orb1ter or from the SOC, approzimate17 35 hours. 
Sim11ar17, the man-hours d1fference to service the ~pace Proceaaing FacilitT 
from the orbiter o~ from the SOC indicates a difference of on17 3 houra. 
HOllever, a large difference between turnaround oparations time "f the OTV on 
the ground and in space ie indicated. Thia large difference ia partially 
ezplained b7 tiae requiremente 88sused as inherent to the locations of 
different activitT sites and the necessitT of schedul1ng cortain ground 
turnaround events in accordance with orbiter-dictated achedules. 
In addition, an assumpt10n V8a made that the aTV involved in space 
servicing vould be spacitice1l7 designed for 888e of maintenance. IIan7 
componente vould be packaged in larger, line-replaceable unita (LRU's), aore 
readi17 handled b7 remote manipulators. It vas also assumed that the level of 
rapa1rs vould be lsss detailed. The t1me estimates do not 1nclude the 
.econdar,r, detailed bench check and repair tia •• required tor ~he moved 
aodular un1ta (either at SOC or on the ground). 10 EVA time vaa aasumed in 
the eatimatae, although such a need is recogniled as a viable backup option to 
reaote17 controlled activitiea. Tbe.e fUndamental d1fterences betveen 
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in-space checkout/servicing and ground turnaround checkout/servicing 
operations are considered l1kelT in the tuture, regardless ot the AccurecT ot 
esti .. tio~ ot the individual task element times and aan-houra. However, .it is 
rscognised that there maT well be less difterence betw.en the two in tuture, 
aore detailed and matured estimates. Por example, the ground turnaround tiae 
aa:r well be lover tor the OTV after the third or fourth flight, eince it would 
seem unnecessa~ to recheck the fit to the orbiter each time, unless something" 
hee been changed on the external en,·elope. On the other hand, it is true that 
even 15 flighte of e single OTV would not approach the maturity of experience 
that the orbiter turnaround should achieve after 50 to 60 flighta. 
In the caSe ot co_unication satell1te payloads sent to geosynchronous 
orbit, ~ach one will be a firat-time flight. Much less improvement can be 
expected in handling equipment, procedures, or reliability ot ~he vehicle due 
to experience in flight. At present, the greatest uncertainty seema to be how 
much activity will be required for checking alignment and contours of deployed 
large antennas and their support structures. 
The space processing checkout/servicing time lines have maQ7 areas of 
uncertainty due to the Isck of definition ot typical systema. Hovever, it aa:r 
be that th.~e systems viII aleo benefit from learning during repetitive 
ex~rience in spac~ operations. 
In conclUSion, it seems that the results developed to date are probablT 
indicative ot relative trends to be expected, but lack a high degree ot 
accurecy in absolute values ot estimations. 
4.2 COST ANALYSIS 
Cost estimates were developed for each of the six servicing ecensrios for 
which time lines WSrA estimated and implications were identified. This section 
presents the cost estimates and compares them in relative terms. The 
servicing costs that need to be considered u.r the user ot A space operations 
system fall into many elements as illustrated in Pigure 4.18. This task did 
not consider eve~ element indicated, but only these bounded u.r the dashed 
lines in Pigure 4.18. Also indicated are the ground rules on whtch the cost 
estimates were baaed. 
Pigure 4.2 IIIlJIImarises the cost comparison for each of the servicing 
scenario option.. Shown are the one time hardware investment cost totals and 
the labor and orbiter flight coste for each servicing mis8ion. Servicing by 
SOC is shown to be lesa expensive than orbiter servicing (or ground OTV 
servicing) for each ot the options. 
Although the OTV per service labor cost by SOC is more costly, ground 
servicing ot the OTV requires an orbiter return of the OTV. ~he orbiter is 
required to retrieve and ~turn the ground-based OTV after ever,y mission. The 
orbiter vas assumed to requir~ ;"0 additional days in orbit to perfol'1l the OTV' 
retrieval a~_return operation, the coot of which was estimated at 
$1.78 million per day. A similar orbiter flight coat 18 incurred by each 
COMMSAT ~is8ion based on the servicing elapeed time ot 50.8 houre (m 2 daTs). 
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FIGURE 4.18 SERVICING COMPARISONS APPROACH 
A requirement of 110 SFF servicing miosion& during the period of 
1990-2000 w.& the ba.i. for eetimating the orbiter flight co.t. of servicing 
the SFF. For SPF-SOC servicing, these mie.ion. would require 20 orbitsr 
flights to retrieve the completed proce •• ing ezperiment. from the SOC. At a 
coat of $48 aillion per flight, each servicing mi.sion would cost $e.7J million. If the SFF is to ba oerviced bf the orbiter, 37 edditional 
flight. would ba required to accompli.h the aame number of servicing 
aissiona. The result is a cost of $16.1 aillion for each SPF-orbiter 
servicing aission. 
Hardware Co.t Esti .... te. 
The costing ana11sis considered the ur.ique hardware items nece •• ar, to 
perfo~ each servicing operation. The herdware co.t estimates are shown in 
Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 for the OTV, COKKSAT 4nd SFF re.pectivel1. DDTiE and 
production (TPO) esti .... tss are set forth. These esti .... tes wsre derived b1 
pa ..... etric BSU_ting techniques and are ba •• d on e1ate deSCriptions, 
sketches and associated weight etatemente. ~he complete package of the cost. 
~lJeie sheets are contained in Appendiz: T~e herdwere DDTaE coata vere 
considered aa a national security inveateent and, as such, vere excluded from 
the cost totals. Their Inclusion in Tabloa 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 is for 
informational purposss on11' 
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fABLE 4.7 orv SERVICING HARDWARE COST IKPACT 
(MILLIONS OP IT '81 $) 
TARLE 4.8 COKXSAT SERVICING HARDWARE COST IKPACT 
(MILLIONS OP PI '81 $; 
(MllI.IONS OF rv'S1 $1 
COMMSAT - ORBITER SERVICING COMMSAT - SOC SERV ICING 
DD1&E TfU 
-- --
• RETRACTAHE U\'BILICAL 2.0 L4 • RETRACTABLE UMBILICAL 
SYSTEM SYSTEM 
• CO,\\MSAT C~TROl AND MONITOR 2.2 2.1 • COMMSAT CONTROL AND 
STATION MONITOR SOflWARE 
TOTAL 4.2 15 
TOTAL DDT&E AND 
PRODtlCTION UNIT 7.7 
-. -
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!ABLE 4.9 spr SERVICIBG IW!DVAIIE COST IIIPAC! 
IMILLIONS Of fY '81 II 
SPf - OR! ITER SER\'ICING SPF - SOC SERVICING 
.. 
• UMBILICAL 
• SPECIAl PURPOSE 
END EFFECTOR 
• \\ODULE AND CANISTER 
STORACE A~D REiRIEVAL 
• SPf COI.TROL A":D '.'OMTOR 
STATION 
TOTAL 
TOTAL ODT"E A~D 
PROD~CTlO/i U~IT 
Labor Cost Estimates 
lli!! TTU 
2.0 u 
L3 O-SS 
6.3 13 
12. I U 
21.7 U8 
UZ8 
~
OOT&r~ 
• SPF CONTROL At<D \ION ITOR 2.0 
SOFlW~RE 
• SP!CIAL PURPOSE L3 o.ss 
END EFiECTOR 
• MODULE AND CA~ISTER 10. 7 13.6 
STORACE AND RETRIEVAL 
SVSl!\I 
140 14. .. 
28.1& 
-
The labor cost per servicing ware derived by factoring serviCing labor 
hour estimates (see Tabls 4.5) qy a derived hourly charge factor. The SOC 
labor chargs derivation is illustrated in Figure 4.19. It is based on an 
11 year (19~·2000) scenario of operation and includes amortized hardware, 
spares, logistiCS flights and a 6 orbiter cost allocation. A $24,364 per 
hour charge factor is based on the available man-hours oYer the eleven year 
period. Again, the SOC DDT!! costa ~ere ezcluded from the charge factor. 
The orbiter se~ce charge estimate is based on adjusted valuea from the 
STS Reiabursement Guide as well as an allowance for additive orbiter hardware 
reqUirements. 
The basic or~iter miseion duration is one day. For longer duration 
aissions users are charged for eztra days on orbit as prescribed in the STS 
Reimbursement Guide. In 3ddition, one must consider the overall impact on the 
potential ~equirement for buying additional orbiters to accommodate eztended 
duration servicing and other miasions. Study of medium level forecaated 
aiaaion and traffic acenarios reveal that approzimately 75 parcent of the 
orbiter aiasiona would be longer duration at an estimat.d lcvel of 11 days per 
aiadon. In order to accommodate the forecaat miaaion and traffic flight rate 
1 ... 1s a aeries of oalculations were made to define the dollar impact on the 
additional ssrvicing hours produced. This ia illustrated in Figure 4.20. 
Shown are the derivation of coat par orbit.r servicing hour based on the 
current charge policy adjusted for current cost targets and the 6 orbiter 
hardware component of .ervicing coat. A value of $44.542 par orbiter 
aervicing hour i. developed in Figure 4.20. 
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4.5.3 Costing Results 
, 
.1 
I 
I 
I 
! 
~he hardware cost estimates and the labor cost estimates are combined to 
provide the servicing cost comparison dat~ as indica~ed in Figure 4.2. 
Orbiter flight costs vere major contributors to the oversl! coste of the 
non-SOC options. Another significant contributor is the increased number or 
orv and COltMSAT non-SOC so.vicing missions that are required to do the same 
amount of vork as the number of SOC servicing missions. The ground-based OTV 
requires 331 serviCing missions 8S compared to the space-bassd OTV of 172. 
Similarly. the orbiter servicsd COKKSAT requires 251 servicing missions 
compared to 92 for the SOC serviced COMMSAT. 
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5.0 COliCLUSIOli 
ORIGINAL F ~G:! IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Thi. conclusion section addresses the total SOC-Shuttle Interaction 
study. Although the principal objective waB to detel'liline the impl1cat~ons to 
the SOC resulting from the support operations of the shuttle it beco~ 
appa.,nt that programmstic issues needed to be addressed in order to.determine 
the implications. Figure 5.1 indicates the major programmatic i.eues that 
were analyzed in order to respond to the individual task. identified for this 
study. The principel implication a~ea. identified in support of the study 
tasks resulting from tbe progra~atic analysis is list~d for tbe SOC, the 
shuttle. and for OTV concepts. The OTV concept became very prominent in the 
spacecraft servicing analyei8 that defined a serviCing fixture con~ept and the 
servicing implication. to an OTV. A Significant influerce of the CTV was also 
identified when determining the number of shuttles required to support • space 
program mirsioD model. A review of ~ach programmatic issue an1 tbe associated 
spacecraft implications identified i8 discussed. 
5.1 PROGRAI!JIlATIC ISstreS 
rive 8ignific~nt programmatiC issues that pertained to the study tasks 
have been identified and are listed in 7igure 5.1. Each of these progra:matic 
i8sues are revi~ved. 
FIGURE 5.1. 
OIOOR 
SHUTTlE OPERATIONS IMPLICATIONS 
_MATING - DOCKING & IfITHlNG 
_;tMS CAt"'lllnl£S 
.HPA. P'OA EQUIPMENT 
·"OPflLANT SCAVENGING 
.s~u RUT UflllZAllON 
STUDY PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES 
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5.1.1 SOC Operational Altitude. 
The objective il to seek out the most effective orbit altitude etrategy 
for the SOC which utili.el the maximum potential of the Space Shuttle and at 
the same time provides adequate safety and an .fficient operating baae for the 
soc. 
-A Varisb~e Altitude Strategy is Recommended 
A variable altitude Itrategy as depicted in Figu~e 5.2 combinss lafety 
vi th logietl,c. efficiency. During period. of unusually high lollr activity 
the SOC orbit altitude vould be adjusted upward to maintaiD the go-day orbit 
decay life ",.iteria required for orbital safety. Hovever, moat of the time, 
vhen aolar activity level. follov their Dominal 11 year cycle trend., the SOC 
altitude caD t-e /!I'f',.tly reduced to take Idvantage of the greater shuttle 
payload deli very capabi 11 t) at lo~ altitudes. ':'hi s improves the 10glotics 
efficiency by reducing the number of shuttle flightl required to deliver a 
given amOllnt of SOC cargo. Fu,.ther, the actual operating altitude can be 
optimized for the prevailing atmospheriC density and amou~t of SOC logiatics 
traffic 8chedul~d. ~il varilble altitude approach can eRve 10 to 15 percebt 
in the D~ber of required Ihuttle flights to SOC compared to a conatant 
altitude concept vhict cust be based on the vorst caee decal enviro~ent and 
hence, mu.t alvays fll at a high altitude. Thu., a variable altitude Itrategy 
is recommended. 
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FIGlIRE 5.2. VARIABLt ALTlTlIDE STRATEGY 
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Th. Standard Orbit.r oan do thl Job 
Thl currently projlctld aodular Illm.nt. ot tb. SOC oontllUrttion, such .,-
the •• rvic. aDdul •• , the habitability acdul •• , atc., can all be d.liv.red to 
orbit., the It.nd,rd Ihuttl.. The •• various aodul.s, leelcall, 'iae4 for 
th'~~ reapectivI SOC aia.lon rol •• , tit within the orblt.r clrco ~ and Ire 
well within the peyload d.livlry capability of thl Itandard .huttle. Ro ... l 
SOC re,uppl" OTV propellanta and oth.r SOC carso can allo ba d.llv.red by the 
atandard Ihuttl •• 
Th •• xtra r~vload capebility of the thrust au,..nt,d Shuttl. la not n •• dld 
tor the d.llvery of the SOC .odule.. Howtver, If ~o.t effectlvo lD t .... of 
dollar. p.r pound to orbit, it •• , proVt to bt acre efficitnt for crv 
propellant d.liverl.a, b"t .v.n hero thl .tanderd .huttl. la aufflcl.nt. Tha 
optimum SOC eltltud. i. about 18 K. (10 nal) biehtr with tbe a.emeDt.d thrust 
ahuttlt, but varie. with 10,lltlcI traffic l.vtla and d.nal17 In the .... 
'anner a. tb •• tandard .huttl.. Therefore, both the etandard and auc.ent.d 
ahuttl •• are compatlbl. with thl varlabll altitude Itrat.cy, 'Icure 5.'. 
Thua, while cain. In 10c1etlo •• fflcll~cy for w.llht l!.lted ~vlo.d. ouch 
a. OTV propellant dollverl •••• y b. Ittsl •• ble with th. thrult aucm.nt.~ 
Shuttle, the etandarJ .buttle can do an adequ.t. job. A Ipeelal n •• d.livery 
.yste. I. not requ!red for the SOC. 
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5.1.2 SOC A.sem~ly 
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Ma~ SOC configurations and many more build-up .equences are possible. 
The build-up sequence. can be influenced by the type of planned epace program 
partic"larly in the early stages. These programs can concentrate on early 
acience objectives. spacecraft assembly, or satellite services. Annual paak _ 
funding al.o severely in:luences the planned .pace programs. Becaus. of these 
many po.siblp. variations, Figure 5.4, the capabllity to asaemble module. in 
various arrangements needs to be confirmed. 
The SOC Can Be A •• embled by Standard Shuttle 
The shuttle is the principle vehicle to perform the modular assembly 
operation. Its capability utill.ing the standard RMS, and other stendard 
equipment anticipated to be operational in the late 1980'. time period is 
desirable in order to minimize cost, crew training, and interfaces. 
Utilization of the Rockwell developed computer graphic program provides a 
rapid means of determining SOC assembly operat;ons. Requirements that may be 
impo.ad on the development of shuttle etandard equipment such as the HPA and 
PIDA, Figure 5.5, can also be identified. Verification of the capabilities of 
the stsndard RKS can be obtained. 
-
PIGURE 5.4 EARLY OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS 
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A Standard Mating Interfaea Can Be Provided 
Other epace programs al~o require the mating of module., or of tbe 
orbiter to a epacecraft. The atandard interface concept developed for tbe SOC 
mating operatione may alao be utili~ad for tbese other epaee program elemente, 
Figure 5.6. The docking module coneapt for the orbiter providea a atandard 
interface for uae witb theee programe as well, Figure 5.7. 
RMS Bertbing Requires Sof~vare M~da, But Appears Feaeible 
~o modes of mating tbe orbiter to apaeeeraft bave been identified, 
berthing and docking. The berthing operation ie distinguiebed from docking by 
mating of the orbiter with a epaeeeraft by use of tbe RMS. Tbie operation is 
tbe ~rime mode for early ehuttle misftions. These early mission bertbing 
operation~ are performed on spacecraft weighing le8S tban 29,465 Kg 
(65,000 lbs), the design criteria for the RMS. Mating of the orbiter to 
larger spacecreft, aucb aa tbe SOC, may be advantageous by minimizing mating 
impact loadr. Simulations of berthing ths ort~ter to SOC with the RMS bave 
'tn~lcated that this .aling mode can be achievr,d with the present RMS, but 
requires operational changes that necessitate re¥ieione to tbe present RMS 
control eoftwere, Figure 5.8. 
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The Orbiter Can Dock With The SOC 
The docking mode of mating consists of the direct approach/control of the 
orbiter to achieve a ph7sical attachment. Simulations of orbiter proximit7 
operations relating to docking havs verified ths orbiters capabilit7 to safe17 
perform thie docking operatioa, Figure 5.9. A runava7 RCS jet condition, 
hovever, ie possible and serious coneequeaces could occur if this ccndition 
occur8 during the docking operation. However, adequate emergency control 
mode., Hi-Z A~S thrust, sre available vithin the orbiters coatrol 87stem that 
permit abort maneuvers to provide safe recovery from a run ava7 jet 
occurrence, Figure 5.10. 
The SOC Should be Designed to Acco~odat. Orbiter RCS Plume Effects 
During the SOC'. operational life time, maD7 orbiter matiags vill be 
accomplished. Each mating, either in a berthing or docking mode, vill create 
orbiter RCS plume pressures, temperatures, and particle dEposit effects to the 
SOC. Run ava7 jet abort operationa provide the most severe single occurrence 
.. ffects, Figure 5.11 and Table 5.1. Space based, reuseble OTV'a that return 
to ths SOC for refueling and servicing man7 also contribute plume effects to 
the SOC. 
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5.1., Propellant Delivery 
The apace based, reueab1e, OTV haa been identified aa the prime vehicle 
for tbe transport of apacecraft to GEO. Thia mode of operation requires 
propellant to,be available at tbe SOC to refuel the OTV. The delivery of tbe 
propellant effecta the number of shuttle flights and/or the possible i~cluaion 
of a HLLV in the space program inventory. This operation, therefore, becomea-
a major driver in the establishment of a viable space program. 
Recovery of Shuttle External Tank Unused Propellant Appears Feasible 
The concept developed that permits the delivery of propellant to the SOC 
with the least impact to the traffic model is that of recovering unused 
propellant from the shuttle ET. The concept is depicted in Figure 5.12. Thia 
capability ~ermits maximum payload deliveries to the SOC by incorporating 
payload "top-off" concepts. Figure 5.1, illustrates three posaib1e 
arrangement a that can provide maximum payload efficient flights. 
The incorporation of this ET propellant concept can deliver sufficient 
propellant to the SOC to refuel the OTV flight. vithout re~uiring a dedicated 
shuttle propellant delivery flight, Or the nece.sity fo~ a HLLV to deliver 
propellants. 
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Propellant Storage on SOC is Recommended 
Propellant storage tanka on the SOC and refueling systems are necesaary 
in order to accommodate the propellant delivery and OTV servicing ope~.!!~u •• 
The SOC vill provide this capability utilizing advanced cooling alstems to 
aaintain cryo conditions in the most efficient sanner. All control of the 
propellant transfer from the orbiter and to the OTV's vill be from the SOC. 
5.1.4 Space Craft Servicing 
The space program contains various types of spacecraft that can profit 
trom periodic in space eervici~. The servicing operation can include 
aervicing and refueling of an OTV, the assembly of a aatellite, or the 
periodic servicing and exchang~ of rav materiale and finiehed products. 
Spacecraft Servicing at SOC Appears Most Cost Effective 
. Perforlling these eervices trom the SOC compared to serviCing from the 
orbiter or fro~ the ground sppearo to be the least expensive. The coot of the 
man hou~8 required to perform the operations plus the cost of the equipment 
required to do the tasks are indicated in Table 5.2. 
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Detailed traffic analyses vere conducted for SOC and non-SOC options 
based on a mission model projecting overall apace program needs through the 
year 2000. Specific comparisons vere msde for the years 1990 through 2000, 
the years applicable for the SOC - no SOC trades. A number of representative 
carBo manifests were synthesized covering the various mission categories. 
These manifests vere utilized to determine orbiter unused payload capaCity, 
either volume or veight. For the SOC scenario option these unused capacities 
vere topped off vith OTV propellants. Also, ET propellant scavenging vas 
applied to further increase the amount of propellant delivered on each 
flight. These techniques resulted in orbiter load factors approaching 1.0 for 
the SOC soenario vhile values for ths non-SOC case vere around 0.4. Thie is 
reflected in the total traffic levels for the tvo cases vhere the total Dumber 
of flights vas 436 and 558 for the SOC and non-SOC scenarios respectively. 
Thus, the use of a Space Operation. Center va. shown to save up to 112 shuttle 
flight. over'the ~l year period of interest. Peak annual flight rates vere . 
dovn also,-lrrom 62 per year tor the non-8OC ca.e to 4B yer year for the SOC 
scenario. 
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'rattic aenaitivitiee to~ tive iaportant variable. vere determined tor 
the SOC related components of the overall tratfic aodel. The kel variables 
are: 0Ti performaDce, ahutUe perfo""ance srowth, aarobrllkinc tech.~lolY ~or 
OTV'e, eliaination of propellant scave",i"" and cha",i", froa a variable 
al~itude stretegy for SOC to a conatent altitude atrategy. The reSults ara 
auamarized in Table 5.'. De,raded O!V performance, eliainatinl propellaot 
acavenliol and applli", a con.tant altitude strategy, can all requi:. dramatic 
incraasee in the nuaber of ehuttle flilhte. Increased shuttle palload 
performance and tha applicatioo of aerobrllkinc techoology to the orv cao 
ailOificantlz reduc, the nuaber of ehuttle flilhta required, but onll if verr 
hilh peckaled deneiti.e can be attained bl the pelload deeiloa. 'he .. hilb 
deneitie. are two to three tiaea higher than currant pel load definitioos 
(excludi", propellant/fluid de11veriee) which eUII •• t. thel vill be difficult 
to attain. 
Dedicated Orbiter 
Analleie baa shown the fea.ibili~ and de.irabilitr of emploli", • 
dedicated orbiter for SOC 10lietice operatioos. rlilht rates to the SOC are 
aufficientll hilh to eseeotialll keep one equivalent orbiter fulll u~ilized. 
Also, bl dedicati", an orbiter to SOC aiasione certaio unoecessarr equipment 
cao be removed which lielde mora than 2000 Ibe of extra pazload per fli~ht. 
TABLE 5.' TRAFFIC SEliSITIVITIES 
RlFtR£NCE VAU£S m YR TRAFFICI: 
N· Z47FlIGHTS PAVG· 2.51b,"3 
4N PAVG 
~ACTOR SHIRlIE FLTS 1b/rt3 
OTV PERFORMANCE: 4>,. ~Ol 4» 2.5 
4X S.3 
41Sj1· ·10 SIC 419 2.5 
414 S.4 
STS P/L PERF: IIIK ORBItER 0 z.s 
-51 1.1 
AER08RAKING 0 z.s 
-n .. , 
NO SCAVENGING I., 9000 IblfLT <61 . -7 
Ibllfo LOAD FACTOR 41Z -Ul 
CONSTAHT ALTITUDE STRAtEGY 452 J.5 
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In the SOC scenario this extra payload can ~e fully exploited using the 
p,vload topotf and propellant sC8ven~ins techniques. With thea. techniques 
propellant is added to each payload manifeat either on the around through 
payload topeff or after MEeO with propellant ecavenging (or both) to brlns the 
effective load factor to a value of 1.0 or more. Load factora greater than 
1.0 are possible vith propellant scavensing. Since theae propellants are 
needed by OTV'a baaed on the SOC they represent uaeful payload, Thua, a 
dedicated orbiter tor SOC logistic8 makee aense. 
Pleet Size Analysis 
Pleet utilization 8nalyaea have ShOWD that for the peak annual flight 
rate projected for the SOC mission scenario (48 flights per year) a fleet of 
three orbiters viII meet the traffic needs. This offers fleet capacity margin 
to handle uncertanties in contingenciea and relative mission priorities (DOD 
va Civil, etc.). Fleet aize is greatly affected by flight rate and ground 
tu~na~und time. An tncrease in flight rate of about 12 flights per year or 
an 8-day increase in turnaround time would each require on~ additional orbiter 
in the fleet. A180, the higher flight rates required without a SOC viII 
generally require one more orbiter in the fleet. regard leas of the contingency 
and mi8aion priority criteria that are estab1~shed, as long as th~y ar. the 
S8Me for both SOC and non-SOC cases. 
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